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The Goals of the Plan
Everett Transit provides safe, customer-focused, cost-efficient, and effective public transit
and transportation management services in support of sustainable growth and a livable
community.

This Long Range Plan services three main goals:

1

Identify future transit service

2

Determine options for implementation

3

Establish service standards
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How the Community Helped Develop a Growth Network Plan
Everett Transit went out to the community throughout 2017 to help define the vision for transit in the future
and to gather feedback on how service should be provided to support continued growth in the region.
Respondents described the role they see for Everett Transit in the region and they highlighted their priorities
for transit.

What We Heard
Provide a locally-focused transit network with high frequency and expanded service hours
that connects to key destinations and regional transit services.

Everett Transit Growth Network
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Prioritize transit service
into the areas that will
likely see the greatest
amount of growth
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Ensure the level of transit
service along a corridor
is supported by future
household and job density

3
Restructure routes to
leverage regional transit
investments

Our Financial Future
In this uncertain future, operating costs and revenues may vary significantly based on a number of factors.
Consumers have changing spending habits which impact how much revenue Everett Transit can generate
from sales tax. Additionally, where and how people shop may change as the region experiences growth.
Similar to other transit agencies, operating costs continue to rise due to elements such as wages and
benefits, and increases in fleet purchase costs.

What options exist to become financially sustainable?

Cost Reduction Options

Impact

Revenue Growth Options

Impact

Reduced peak vehicle needs
Restructure service in order to reduce the
number of buses required

$$$

Sales tax
Make use of the existing taxing authority,
increase from 6/10th to 9/10

$$$

No Sunday service
Ensure good weekday service by removing
service on Sundays

$$

Fares
Raise the current $1.00 fare

$

Reduced span of service
Operate the buses either not as early or
not as late in the day

$$

Additional operating grants
Federal and state grants to aid in
operations and/or capital purchases

$

Paratransit policy adjustments
Restrict paratransit use to only those
riders who meet the ADA requirements

$$

Additional advertising opportunities
Partner with advertisers for additional bus
stop or vehicle advertising

$

$

Private Partnerships
Leverage potential private funding
for capital improvements or specific
operations

$

Organizational Efficiencies
Identify cost-saving administration
strategies and organizational restructuring

Comparison of Costs1and Revenues
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Implementing the Plan
There are a number of steps that Everett Transit can take both near-term and long-term to achieve financial
sustainability and move towards the Growth Network Plan. The implementation strategy ensures service is
appropriately funded, efficient, and integrated into the larger region. It includes the following next steps:

FUNDING
STRATEGY
1

SERVICE
STANDARDS
2

REGIONAL
COORDINATION
3

CONTINUED
UPDATES
4

4
3
2
1
Identify Funding Options &
Strategy
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Establish Service
Standards

Coordinate with
Regional Partners

Update the Plan
every Five Years

1 Why a

LONG RANGE PLAN?

Guiding Policy & Vision
A long range plan is necessary to prepare for the everchanging demands of the future. Guided by the vision of
the Puget Sound Regional Council’s (PSRC’s) Vision 2040
and Transportation 2040 as well as the City of Everett’s
Comprehensive Plan, this Longe Range Plan is designed
to respond to growing transportation needs and the need
to provide effective and efficient service. The document
was developed in the past year with input from community
members to develop a plan that reflects the values and
vision of the community. As Everett Transit looks to provide
continued service for residents and employers, this Long
Range Plan defines the vision, goals, and objectives that will
guide the agency out to 2040.
Everett has enjoyed local public transportation since 1893.
The PSRC forecasts population and employment in the city of
Everett to grow between now and 2040. In the next 20 years,
the city’s population is forecasted to grow by up to 60 percent
and the labor market by over 45,000 new jobs. Everett houses
one of the largest employers in the state of Washington.

In 2016, the population of
Everett was 109,000.
It is forecasted to grow up
to 60 percent by 2035.

There will be an increase
of 45,000 new jobs... and
25,000 new homes in the
next 20 years.
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Where Growth is Planned
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All of this growth will lead to an increased demand on the transportation network. The PSRC identified a
number of strategies to support and guide growth in the region as part of the Transportation 2040 Plan. The
strategies included growing local and regional transit service in order to support a higher transit mode share
for the increase in travel demand on the network. Everett Transit today and into the future fills a need for
transportation within the city and provides services to regional connections by alleviating congestion and
supporting sustainable growth.
It is crucial that Everett Transit develops a transportation plan that not only looks to the future but also adapts
to the geographic, technological, financial, and demographic changes in the future.
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Everett Transit provides safe, customer-focused, cost-efficient, and
effective public transit and transportation management services in
support of sustainable growth and a livable community.

This Long Range Plan services three main goals:

Funding
Item

Identify future transit
service
throughout Everett
connecting key destinations
and providing connectivity
to regional service. The
plan includes a “growth”
service plan developed with
input from the community
that describes how Everett
Transit should look in the
future.

Amount

Assets

$$

Net

$$$

Determine options for
how Everett Transit
will implement the
Long Range Plan
by detailing funding
opportunities to
appropriately finance the
system and to integrate
with regional transit
investments.

Establish a set of
service standards
to create metrics that can
help Everett Transit make
data-driven decisions
in service planning and
service investments.
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2 Transit Today

Everett is the only city
in Snohomish County
with its own local transit
system. As a division of
the City‘s Transportation
Services Department,
the Mayor has authority
to modify service and
adjust schedules. In
addition, the Everett City
Council has the authority
to establish fares and
recommend tax rate
changes, which are
subject to voter approval.

AND IN THE FUTURE

Existing Conditions & Planning Context
Everett Transit supports the City’s goals for improving the quality
of life for all residents by helping to reduce congestion and travel
times for riders and non-riders alike.

Average monthly boardings by route, Fall 2016 (Sep-Dec)
80,000

Everett Transit is comprised
of 11 local bus routes and
paratransit services that provide
weekday and weekend service to
residents and employees across
a 34-square mile service area.
These important services get
you and your neighbors to work,
connect you to your friends and
community services, and get you
safely where you need to go.
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TRANSIT APPS//:
TRANSIT APPS//:
One Bus Away

Everett Transit bus information at your finger tips. Download these apps
to your smartphone to plan trips and get the latest schedule information.
Everett
Draft Long Range Plan 5
Everett Transit bus information at your finger tips. Download
theseTransit
apps
to your smartphone to plan trips and get the latest schedule information.

One Bus Away

Find real-time bus
Puget for
Sound Trip Planner
information

Puget Sound Trip
Planner
Everett
Transit Long Range Plan 5
Plan your trip using bus, train, light rail, streetcar,
ferry, water taxi and the monorail. It contains

Existing Operating Conditions
Everett Transit operates seven days week, with higher levels of service during the peak travel times on
weekdays. This broad level of service throughout the day and the weekend ensures residents and employees
can use Everett Transit for trips both to and from their destination. Additional existing conditions information
can be found in Appendix B.
1/4
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7

15 minutes

1/2 to 1/4 mile

5am–11:30pm

2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12,
17, 18, 29
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5am–11pm

70
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5am–8pm

Fixed-route service designed to provide
convenient service between key
destinations; starts early and runs late in
the day

Frequent

Local

Fixed-route buses serving a majority of
Everett

Commuter

Limited-stop service between key regional
destinations

Stop Spacing Hours of Service

Snapshot of Everett Transit in 2017
Variation in Service: Number of Everett Transit Buses in Operations per Hour on an Average Weekday
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Financial Conditions
Since 2007, Everett Transit has faced a difficult fiscal situation. Although operating revenues have increased
since 2011 it is still recovering from a decrease from 2007 to 2011 due to the recession. During this time,
its operational expenditures have slowly increased. As a result, the agency had to use its operating reserves
to cover any shortfalls for annual operating expenses. Overall, Everett Transit’s operating reserves have
declined since 2009. Along with this decline, revenue hours and boardings have also decreased from 2007
to 2016. Throughout, Everett has been committed to providing as much service as feasible and will continue
to provide services to the degree that they are supported by Everett’s citizens. More detailed financial
information can be found in Appendix A.

$22

$3.8

Million in operating
expenditures (2016)

$1.7

Million capital
expenditures (2016)

$25

Million in capital grant revenues
(yearly average from 2007-2016)

Million in operating
revenues (2016)

Operational Expenditures by Category, 2007-2016 (Nominal Dollars)
$25,000,000
$20,000,000
$15,000,000
$10,000,000
$5,000,000
–
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Everett Station Operations
Administration
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Paratransit
Operations

Operating Expenditures per Revenue Hour,
2007-2016 (Nominal Dollars)
$160

Operating Revenues by Type, 2007-2016
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Everett Station
Operations per
Revenue Hour

–

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Other Operating Grants
Leases and Rent
State Shared Revenue

Interfund Transfers
Other Revenue
Federal Operating
Grants

Fares
Sales Tax

Regional Transit
Integration
Everett Transit complements
regional transit networks such
as Community Transit, Sound
Transit, and more. It is vital to
consider what our partners
are planning to coordinate
regional mobility efforts
efficiently. Coordination
between agencies is important
to maintain connectivity and
access throughout the region.
With the anticipated arrival of
light rail to Everett by 2036,
Everett Transit will need to
adapt to the regional changes
around it.
The Puget Sound
Regional Council (PSRC)’s
Transportation 2040 calls
for the region’s designated
growth centers and other
areas of high employment to
be connected through a transit
network that is supported
by local high frequency bus
routes, community connector
routes, and specialized express
routes. Partnership with
Community Transit and Sound
Transit provide the regional
service that complement
the local service that Everett
Transit provides. The network
of services meet a variety
of needs in the City while
effectively serving a diverse
set of neighborhoods within
the City.

Community
Transit

Sound
Transit

These are only a few of the plans in place that will affect the
City and Everett Transit. As a result, increased coordination
is important to provide the appropriate service.

Document

Relevance to Everett Transit Long Range Plan

Everett Comprehensive Plan –
Transportation Element

Identifies transit conditions and planned priorities.
Details existing and future land uses

Puget Sound Regional Council
Transportation 2040

Outlines planned regional transportation projects (i.e.,
transit, roads, pedestrian, etc.)

Puget Sound Regional Council
2017-2020 Transportation
Improvement Program

Identifies planned and funded investments for Everett
Transit, Community Transit, and Sound Transit

WA State Department of
Transportation 2017-2020 State
Transportation Improvement
Program

Details planned and funded investments within the
City of Everett

Snohomish County Comprehensive
Plan – Transportation Element

Outlines planned roadway improvement projects
within the City of Everett

Sound Transit 3 – Light Rail from
Lynnwood to Everett

Identifies representative route and station locations
for expansion of light rail from Lynnwood to Everett

Community Transit Long Range Plan

Highlights priorities for high-capacity Bus Rapid
Transit corridors and land use forecasts

Metro Everett Draft Plan

Provides guidance on integrating transit investments
with future light rail and development within the
Everett Metro Center

Evergreen Way Revitalization Plan
– 2012

Details planned development and transit connections
around high-capacity transit along Evergreen Way

Everett Transit – Transit
Development Plan (2016-2021)

Identifies near-term operations and capital
investments and planned improvements

Puget Sound
Regional Council

U.S. Dept. of
Transportation
Federal Transit
Administration

Snohomish
County

WSDOT
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3 Everett

TRANSIT’S ROLE

What We Heard
As part of the Long Range Plan, we asked the public what Everett Transit’s role should be in the future.
From June 2017 to November 2017, Everett Transit sought public opinion regarding local transit values and
priorities. More detail on the outreach process can be found in Appendices C and E.

Technical milestone

KEY

Public engagement

FEB

Draft Long
Range Plan

JAN-APR

Information
gathering on
transit trends

FEB-MAR

Draft Long
Range Plan
outreach

MAY-JUN

Vision
outreach &
values survey

OCT

APR

Service
options
outreach

JUN

Final Long
Range Plan
adopted

Values
survey
analysis
Q1

2017
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Q2

Q3

APR-MAY

Final Long
Range Plan
publication

Q4

Q1

2018

Q2

First Outreach Phase: Vision & Priority for Everett Transit
What We Heard
Provide a locally-focused transit network with high frequency and expanded service hours
that connects to key destinations and regional transit services.

Why is Everett Transit important to you?

What do you value most about transit service?

$
AM
PM

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

5

Congestion Relief

Helps TransitDependent

Environmental
Benefit

Frequency

Coverage

Low Fare

Span of
Service

Comfort
and Safety

What type of service would you like Everett Transit to focus on?

Local

1

High-Capacity Transit

2

Commuter

3
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Over 1,000 people responded online or over the phone and over 400 surveys were received
providing their vision of Everett Transit in 2040.

Second Outreach Phase: Network Concepts
With this in mind, Everett Transit began developing a future network that would best meet the needs and
values of the community. Two service options were developed that focused on delivering local service
through two primary transit values: frequency vs. coverage. These options were presented to the community
to further identify which option would resonate with their values and vision more than the other. Appendix D
provides more detail on the comparison between the two network concepts.

Frequency

Coverage

The frequency service option focuses transit
in key areas that can support more frequent
transit service. The benefits of this option are:

The coverage service option focused on
covering a larger geographic area by
continuing existing coverage and improving
frequency in some areas. The benefits of this
option are:

 Buses would come more often during the
busiest times, so you wouldn’t always have
to check a schedule
 Buses would come more often in the middle
of the day, at night, and on weekends, so
that transit would be available when you
need to travel
 More people would choose to ride the bus,
so not as many people would be driving cars
 Riders could connect more easily to the
broader region at key transit centers for light
rail, commuter rail, and bus rapid transit

 People wouldn’t have to walk as far to reach
a transit stop
 More households and jobs would be within
walking distance of transit
 Service may take you directly where you’re
going, so you wouldn’t have to transfer as
often
 Service would be more accessible to lowincome and minority Everett residents

For the public, the frequency service option was slightly more favorable than the coverage
option. Additionally, a frequency-based approach provided Everett Transit with the ability to
carry the most riders and accomodate the expected growth. Based on the public’s response,
Everett Transit developed a Growth Network Plan that would be based on the frequency
service option while incorporating elements from the coverage concept.
12 Connecting Your Future
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4 Our Plan

TO MOVE FORWARD

Connecting Your Future
The City of Everett and the Puget Sound Regional Council
(PSRC) envision a future with over 25,000 new households
and 45,000 jobs in the next twenty years. To accommodate
this growth, transit service must increase as the city grows by
providing an efficient and robust solution for mobility and
accessibility. As part of the PSRC Transportation 2040 plan, local
transit service is expected to grow by 20 to 25 percent over the
next twenty years in order to address congestion, greenhouse
gas emissions, and regional mobility needs.
The Growth Network Plan was developed through input from
the community and interested stakeholders to envision how
Everett Transit should grow to meet these increasing needs. It is
a locally-focused restructured network that aims to accomplish
the following objectives:

1

Prioritize transit service into the areas that will likely see the greatest amount of growth

2

Ensure the level of transit service along a corridor is supported by future household and job
density

3

Restructure routes to leverage regional transit investments such as:

The Seaway Transit Center
Source: www.communitytransit.org/seaway

Light Rail to Downtown
Everett

Additional SWIFT Bus Rapid
Transit lines in Everett
Source: www.communitytransit.org/swiftgreen

Everett Transit Draft Long Range Plan
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Growth Network Plan
Everett Transit Growth Network
Route Frequency (Peak)
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Growth Network Plan Outcomes & Supporting Investments
To achieve this vision, Everett Transit must make additional investments beyond the current operating
structure. The vision requires an increase from its current levels in vehicle hours, fleet, operators, and
supporting facilities in order to provide the increase in frequency both in the peak and off-peak periods
identified in the Growth Network Plan.

Growth in Service Hours

Increase in Fleet

Increase in Frequency

‹10

6-8

25%

minutes wait-time

Bus Schedule
Arrive
5:00

Depart
5:05

5:15

5:20

Up to 25% growth in annual service hours

Increase in Capacity

20%

Increase in peak period seated
capacity by 20%

Increase in total fleet from 42 today to
between 48-50 buses

Households & Jobs

85%

People are willing to walk further
when transit is more frequent. The
percent of population and jobs in
the city within 1/2 mile to transit is
approximately the same as today

Increased frequency, with wait-times on
average below 10 minutes as compared to
over 15 minutes today

Increase in Productivity

38

The service is more productive, with
up to 38 riders per revenue hour
compared to 19 per hour today

Increase in Ridership

17,000

Up to 17,000 daily riders estimated
to use Everett Transit by 2040 due
to land use growth and service

Everett Transit Draft Long Range Plan
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5 Our Financial
FUTURE

The Financial Picture
A key component of the planning process involved a financial analysis to understand the resources and
issues Everett Transit should consider when developing the future service plan and supporting capital
elements. The analysis developed projections of operating and capital costs and revenues for an initial
baseline scenario, which assumed the same level of service Everett Transit currently provides through 2040.
Baseline scenario projections identified a gap between revenues and expenses as early as 2022 with the
potential for expenses to exceed revenues even sooner given uncertainty in certain assumptions. This is
due to increases in operating costs and the need to fund capital investments through operating revenues,
primarily fleet replacements. Everett Transit will need to address the near-term gap by identifying additional
revenue streams or restructuring operations. Likely, this will involve a combination of both strategies.

Baseline Costs1and Revenues

(million)
$90

Why are
costs rising
faster than
revenues?
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Baseline Total Op Costs

Baseline Revenues

Costs include operations costs and planned capital funds needed for vehicle purchases

1

Costs are primarily made up of wages and benefits for staff and operators and these costs historically have
outpaced the growth in revenues. This is a common issue for most transit agencies. Additionally, buses
must be replaced every 12 to 15 years, and the increasing costs for fleet purchases are typically covered by
operating revenue due to reduced grant funding opportunities. Finally, sales tax currently makes up almost
80 percent of operating revenue. In the future, sales tax revenue growth will fluctuate because of a number
of factors, including:
Changes to consumer spending trends
Shifting share of Everett-based retail sales versus broader Snohomish County
Uncertainty of growth in Everett versus the Puget Sound Region
16 Connecting Your Future
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A Financially Sustainable Near-term Solution
What options exist to become financially sustainable?

Before attempting to implement the Growth Network Plan, Everett Transit must address near-term constraints
in order to continue to provide efficient and effective service. A number of options are available, both to
reduce costs and to increase revenues. Appendix A provides additional information on the revenue and cost
comparisons.

Cost Reduction Options

Impact

Revenue Growth Options

Impact

Reduced peak vehicle needs
Restructure service in order to reduce the
number of buses required

$$$

Sales tax
Make use of the existing taxing authority,
increase from 6/10th to 9/10

$$$

No Sunday service
Ensure good weekday service by removing
service on Sundays

$$

Fares
Raise the current $1.00 fare

$

Reduced span of service
Operate the buses either not as early or
not as late in the day

$$

Additional operating grants
Federal and state grants to aid in
operations and/or capital purchases

$

$$

Additional advertising opportunities
Partner with advertisers for additional bus
stop or vehicle advertising

$

$

Private Partnerships
Leverage potential private funding
for capital improvements or specific
operations

$

Paratransit policy adjustments
Restrict paratransit use to only those
riders who meet the ADA requirements
Organizational Efficiencies
Identify cost-saving administration
strategies and organizational restructuring

As an example, reducing the peak vehicle needs through restructured service would reduce the number of
buses that need to be replaced. These cost savings would allow operating revenues to better match total costs
and extend financial sustainability into the future. A summary of how this may be achieved is shown on the next
page.
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Comparison of Costs1 and Revenues
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6 Strategy

FOR IMPLEMENTATION

Next Steps
The Plan includes a number of next steps to both achieve financial sustainability and move towards the
Growth Network Plan. The implementation strategy ensures service is appropriately funded, is efficiently
provided, and is integrated into the larger region. It includes the following next steps:

FUNDING
STRATEGY
1

SERVICE
STANDARDS
2

REGIONAL
COORDINATION
3

CONTINUED
UPDATES
4

4
3
2
1
Identify Funding Options &
Strategy
Develop a funding strategy
by identifying the appropriate
revenue growth and cost-saving
options that are supported by
the community.

Establish Service
Standards
Service standards provide
Everett Transit with the tools
to objectively evaluate service
in order to ensure transit is
provided in the most efficient
manner while achieving the
broader objectives of Everett
Transit.

Update the Plan
every Five Years

Coordinate with
Regional Partners
As new regional transit transit
investments are planned and
constructed, ensure that Everett
Transit successfully integrates
with the regional system to
provide comprehensive service
for Everett residents.

Due to the continual changes
in land use demographics and
technology, the plan must be
reviewed continuously to ensure
Everett Transit is responding
to the current and pressing
conditions.
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How Service Standards Support the Plan
Service standards provide an objective metric to measure service and ensure that the system is achieving the
broader mission of Everett Transit. To ensure financial sustainability and to implement the Growth Network
Plan, a set of service standards were developed to simply and clearly convey how transit service may be
evaluated. More details on the development of these standards are provided in Appendix E.

Evaluated on an annual basis, these three core service standard elements guide service
to meet the vision identified in the Growth Network Plan. A final service standard
Implementation Plan will detail the steps necessary to finalize and leverage these standards.

Density

Annual Service Evaluation
Riders per hour
On-time performance
Crowding

Long
Range
Network
Plan

Productivity

Coverage

Density

Productivity

A certain level of land use
density provides the necessary
amount of activity to support
transit. The frequency of peak
period2 service on a corridor
is provided based on the
household and job density.

Route productivity ensures
that the system is operating
efficiently to serve the most
riders possible. Route-level and
system-wide averages for riders
per revenue hour should meet a
minimum threshold. Evaluation
is required for any routes or the
system if they fall below the
threshold.

<15 min. peak – 15
households / acre or 30
people + jobs / acre
15-30 min. peak – 7
households / acre; 15
people + jobs / acre
>30 min. peak - Minimum of
10 people + jobs / acre for
fixed-route service
2

Peak period is between 6-9 am
and 4-7 pm.
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Route-level: Minimum of 12
riders per revenue hour
System-wide: 20 riders per
revenue hour

Coverage
As transit becomes more
frequent, people are willing
to walk further to their stop
because the service is faster
and more reliable.
The standard for coverage
measures the percent of the
city’s population and jobs that
are within half-mile of transit
service.
85% of the population and jobs
is the standard recommended.

Other Standards
Other standards that may be
included for more specific
operational evaluation include:
On-time performance
The percent of trips that
arrive within 5 minutes of
the scheduled time
Crowding
The number of people
standing on the bus

Coordination with our Regional Partners
Everett Transit’s role as a local service provider complements the regional focus of our partners and enables
a comprehensive transportation network for the people that live and work in our community. During all
phases of implementing the plan, coordination should include the following elements:

Sound Transit

Community Transit

PSRC & Snohomish County

WSDOT

Light Rail Expansion
Identify transit service
levels at stations to ensure
seamless bus-to-rail
transfers and restructure
service to connect to the
stations
Sound Transit Express
Planning
Understand how Sound
Transit may restructure
express bus service with
light rail in place and how
that may integrate with
Everett Transit service

SWIFT Bus Rapid
Transit Expansion
Evaluate how local
Everett Transit service can
complement Bus Rapid
Transit on future corridors
in Everett
Regional Service
Restructure
Coordinate with Community
Transit as they allocate new
service to better serve the
light rail stations

Regional Land
Use Planning
As land use patterns and
projections change, ensure
service is being provided
and planned for those areas
that will see the most
substantial growth and that
can support more frequent
levels of service

State Corridor Planning
Remain involved in any
state roadway planning and
design processes that may
impact or could benefit
transit. In addition to the
service that Everett Transit
provides along State Route
99, many routes cross a
number of state roadways
and stop locations and/or
service may be impacted.
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Emerging technologies
technologies
Emerging
Emerging Trends & Continued Updates

We live in a time in which transportation may be dramatically changing. From emerging mobility solutions
such as ridesharing, bike share, and microtransit to new technologies such as autonomous vehicles,
Thetechnology,
EverettTransit
Transit
Long
Rangesystems,
Planwill
will
consider
opportunities
foremerging
emerging
battery
and
intelligent
transportation
the
tools
available toopportunities
provide mobility solutions
The
Everett
Long
Range
Plan
consider
for
continues to evolve. Therefore, the plan and the steps Everett Transit takes to implement the plan should
technologies
transportation
and
theireffect
effect on
transitoperations
operations
into the futu
inintransportation
and
their
betechnologies
continuously monitored,
discussed and revised
as necessary
to ensureon
thattransit
we are providing
the most into the futu
efficient and effective service to support a growing city.

Placestickers
stickerson
onthe
theemerging
emergingtrends
trendsin
intransportation
transportationthat
thatyou
youthink
think
Place

Everett Transit will update the Long Range Plan every five years to provide the most current information for
Everett
Transitshould
should
look
to
address
inthe
this
LongRange
RangePlan.
Plan.
Everett
look
to
address
in
this
Long
the
public and Transit
stakeholders
to
help guide
how the
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Connecting Your Future
The Everett Transit Long Range Plan provides a vision for how transit may be provided to serve the needs of
a growing community. The next steps include identifying a funding strategy, implementing service standards,
and ensuring regional coordination with our partner agencies. These steps will be guided by an open
discussion that will continue beyond the adoption of this plan.

This continual look at where we are and where we are going will ensure a safe,
customer-focused, cost-efficient, and effective public transit and transportation
management services in support of sustainable growth and a livable community.

Everett Transit Draft Long Range Plan
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DATE:
February 12, 2018
TO:
Sabina Popa, Everett Transit
FROM:
Matthew Kitchen and Erik Rundell
SUBJECT: DRAFT Long-Range Plan Financial Analysis
Everett Transit is in the process of developing a Long Range Plan for the agency. A key
component of the planning process is conducting a financial analysis to understand the
resources and issues the agency should consider when determining the future service plan and
supporting capital elements. This memorandum summarizes ECONorthwest’s financial
analysis and projections of operating and capital costs and revenues for an initial baseline
scenario and two growth scenarios over the study period (2018-2040). Each of these scenarios is
then compared to each other to understand the potential financial implications of each concept.
The remainder of this memorandum is organized into five sections:
1. Plan Concepts summarizes the service concepts analyzed for the financial analysis.
2. Analysis Approach summarizes the approach, key assumptions, and data sources
used for the analysis.
3. Cost Analysis reviews past trends and projects future operating and capital
expenditures for the scenarios.
4. Revenue Analysis reviews past trends and projects future retail sales tax and fare
revenues.
5. Financial Outlook compares how costs and revenues align for the baseline and
growth scenarios and highlights future financial constraints.

1 Plan Concepts
The analysis projects the operating and capital costs for a baseline scenario and two different
service concepts:


Baseline Scenario. This scenario assumes that Everett Transit maintains the 151,600
fixed-route and paratransit revenue hours as in 2016 through the entire study period.
This scenario also assumes that Everett Transit’s increases it bus fleet to 45 vehicles
beginning in 2018 from the current 42 fleet size.



Growth Scenario. This scenario assumes that Everett Transit increases the number of
revenue hours by 24 percent from almost 152,000 per year today to almost 188,000 per
year by 2040. This scenario also assumes that Everett Transit’s bus fleet increases from 42
total vehicles in 2017 to 49 vehicles by 2040. The growth in revenues hours and new
vehicles is spread out evenly from 2018 to 2040.



Sustainable Scenario. This scenario assumes that Everett Transit reduces it revenue
hours by 10 percent by 2020 in order to keep the growth in costs in line with the Baseline
revenue projections. In this scenario, total revenue hours would decline to 136,000 per
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year by 2040. The size of the bus fleet would also shrink to 36 vehicles by not replacing
six existing vehicles to account for the decrease in revenue hours.

2 Analysis Approach
The goal of the financial analysis is to understand Everett Transit’s past financial performance
and to inform the development of the Long-Range Plan. The financial analysis has two main
objectives: 1) projecting operating and capital cost through 2040 and 2) forecasting changes in
sales tax, fare, and other revenues. The analysis used different approaches to project operating
versus capital costs and revenues. The approach for each is outlined below.


Operating cost projections are based on the underlying drivers of costs for Everett
Transit. The cost drivers include a detailed breakdown of each expenditure item of
operating expenditures, such as wages and benefits by program (Fixed-route service,
Paratransit service, Administration, and Everett Station). These costs are then
normalized on a per revenue hour basis. The analysis then determines individual
growth rates for each component based on their historical change over time or assumed
future growth rates for each expenditure item. These growth rates are then applied to
normalized costs and multiplied by the number of revenue hours for each year of the
planning period to determine the total annual cost. This approach allows operating costs
to be scaled to different service concepts depending on the number of revenue hours for
alternative scenarios.



Capital cost projections are based on Everett Transit’s 2016-2021 capital improvement
plan and asset replacement schedule and costs for the years 2022 to 2037. The projections
assume Everett Transit’s replaces its rolling-stock, equipment, and facilities at the end of
their useful life. The projections also assume that current bus inventory is replaced with
similar diesel buses or the equivalent local funding match required for electric vehicles.



Operating revenue forecasts are based on the main components of Everett Transit’s
operating revenues: retail sales taxes, fares, leases, and other revenue sources. Sales tax
revenues account for the vast majority of Everett Transit’s revenues. The projections of
sales tax revenue are long-term estimates for planning purposes, separate from annual
estimates conducted by the City for budgeting purpose. ECONorthwest’s projections are
based on a regional economic forecasting model developed by ECONorthwest. At the
highest level is the forecasting model of region-wide employment, personal income, and
wage and salary income. The forecasts of these macroeconomic variables are then used
to develop forecasts of other regional economic, demographic, and population variables,
including the tax base of key transportation related taxes. Forecasts of variables for each
of the four individual counties are developed subsequent to, and based on, the regionwide forecast. Specifically, the model forecasts growth in the Snohomish County local
sales tax-base. The analysis then estimates statistical relationships between growth in
Everett Transit tax proceeds and the local sales tax base. These relationships are used to
grow Everett Transit’s base-year sales tax revenue over the 20-year study period.
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Due to recent shifts in local versus countywide sales tax revenue distributions and other
uncertainty in the market (online retail, decreasing brick-and-mortar sales), the analysis
also provides high, medium, and low estimates of revenue growth. Additionally, the
analysis generates an elasticity of revenue with respect to the tax rate, which allows
future financial scenarios to be developed where the tax base is a changeable variable. A
separate model was estimated for the projection of fare revenue. Lease and other sources
revenue are based on the assumption that each continues on the same trajectory as the
recent history.


Capital revenues are typically dependent on awards from the state or federal
government and some portion of local matching funds. The baseline financial analysis
assumes that future grant amounts and frequency are similar to recent trends.
ECONorthwest conducted a separate Grant Opportunities Assessment, which evaluates
the current environment for competitive grants and potential future changes in more
depth.

Lastly, the analysis compares the respective costs and revenues for the study period to assess
Everett Transit’s financial capacity to maintain or grow its current level of service. The
comparison includes the Baseline, Growth, and Sustainable scenarios.
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3 Cost Analysis
The cost analysis seeks to understand the key drivers of costs for Everett Transit. This analysis is
based on ten years of historical service and financial data provided by Everett Transit. The
following sections outline historical trends for operational and capital expenditures, and
projects operational expenditures for the Baseline, Growth, and Sustainable scenarios.

3.1 Historical Trends
The level of service provided by Everett Transit has declined since 2010. Total revenue hours for
fixed route (FR) and Paratransit (PT) service declined from 2010 to 2014, declining from over
173,000 revenue hours to 146,000 in 2014. Revenue hours have increased slightly since 2014 to
151,600 in 2016. Total ridership also began declining in 2008, and in 2016 was at its lowest levels
in the last ten years with less than 1.94 million boardings. Exhibit 1 depicts the change in
revenue hours and ridership.
Exhibit 1. Revenue Hours and Boardings, 2007-2016

Source: Everett Transit

Operational Expenditures
Operational expenditures are related to the amount of service that is provided and the rate of
growth of those expenditures. While service levels and ridership have been declining over the
last six to seven years, operational expenditures have increased since 2008. Exhibit 2 shows
operational expenditures by program (Everett Station, operations, paratransit service, and
administration). Each cost category incorporates the following elements:


Everett Station Operations – Management of the Everett Station facility and activities
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Administration – All associated management and administration for Everett Transit,
including human resources, finances, technology, customer service, and marketing



Paratransit – Operations and support for paratransit services



Operations – Operations and support for fixed-route services

Exhibit 2. Operational Expenditures by Category, 2007-2016 (Nominal Dollars)

Source: Everett Transit

Some trends highlighted through the analysis include:


Nearly all the increase in operational expenditures are from growth in Operations (fixed
route service) and Paratransit service, which have grown at an average annual rate of
over five percent.



Expenditures for Administration have slightly declined since 2007.



Expenditures related to Everett Station operations dropped from 2007 to 2008 after the
last bond payment for Everett Station was made in 2007. Since 2008, expenditures for
Everett Station have increased less than three percent a year on average.

Normalizing expenditures on a “per revenue hour” basis highlights the role of Operations
expenditures in driving the increase in total operational expenditures. Exhibit 3 depicts the
change in expenditures per revenue hour.
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Exhibit 3. Operating Expenditures per Revenue Hour, 2007-2016 (Nominal Dollars)

Source: Everett Transit



Operations expenditures per fixed route revenue hour increased from $90 in 2007 to
$140 in 2016. The largest increase occurred between 2010 and 2013 when expenditures
realized the largest increase, and at the same time revenue hours decreased the most.



Paratransit expenditures per paratransit revenue hour are lower than for Operations, but
they also increased over last ten years from almost $70 to $99.



Administration expenditures per total revenue have declined somewhat over the last ten
years.

The primary reason for the increase in Operation expenditures is the increase in wages and
benefits. Benefit expenditures per revenue hour are growing particularly fast at an average
annual rate of 6.2 percent since 2007. In comparison, wages per revenue hour increased 2.6
percent a year over the 10-year period. Overtime expenditures for Operations decreased slightly
over the same period. In addition, beginning in 2010 Everett Transit began making payment to
Community Transit for SWIFT bus rapid transit service. In 2016 payments totaled almost $1.6
million.
The increase in Paratransit expenditures is also primarily related to increases in wages and
benefits. Maintenance costs for Operations and Paratransit are also increasing and totaled a
combined $2.4 million in 2016, up from $1.7 million in 2007.

Capital Expenditures
Capital expenditure for Everett Transit primarily includes spending on bus replacement. Other
capital expenditures include right-of-way improvements and facility improvements, such as
ECONorthwest
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operational bases. Capital expenditures are much more variable year-to-year than operational
expenditures. Total project expenditures vary from less than $500,000 in 2015 to almost $8
million in 2009. In 2009, in partnership with Community Transit for the Swift Bus Rapid Transit
system, Everett Transit committed $4 million from its capital reserves to build the Swift stations
in Everett. Often, capital projects are related to winning federal or state grants to cover a large
portion of the total costs. Exhibit 4 shows total project expenditures from 2007-2016.
Exhibit 4. Project Expenditures, 2007-2016 (Nominal Dollars)

Source: Everett Transit

3.2 Cost Projections
ECONorthwest made cost projections for both operational and capital expenditures to assess
the implications for the Long-Range Plan and future service levels. The analysis projects future
costs for each of the three Plan Concept scenarios: the baseline scenario, the growth scenario,
and the sustainable scenario. Operational and capital projections used different methods.
Operational cost projections applied growth rates for individual expenditure items on a revenue
hour basis – such as wages, maintenance, professional services, and fuel expenditures – for each
program through 2040. Capital cost projections are based on Everett Transit’ six-year Capital
Improvement Program (CIP) and assumptions about vehicle replacement and facility needs
through 2040 provided by Everett Transit.

3.2.1 Baseline Scenario
Operational Expenditures
The baseline operational cost projection estimates future costs for operating the current level of
transit services provided by Everett Transit. It is important to keep this in mind as growth in
population and traffic will likely place additional demands upon Everett Transit for growth in
services. Operational cost projections assumed future annual growth rates mostly based on the
ECONorthwest
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expenditures for the previous 10-year period (2007-2016). However, some line items used rates
from a five-year trend, or other assumptions, to account for large differences in 2007 and 2016
expenditures (positive and negative) that are not likely to continue over the next 20 plus years.
Exhibit 5 shows the total projected baseline operational costs for five-year increments
summarized by program.
Exhibit 5. Baseline Operational Costs Projections, 2018-2040 (Nominal Dollars)

Source: Everett Transit, ECONorthwest

Overall, operational costs are projected to increase by about $51.3 million by 2040 with an
average annual growth rate of 5.4 percent. The large share of the growth in expenditures is from
Fixed Route service due to the current size and assumed growth rate of wage and benefit
expenditures. In 2016 Fixed Route wages and benefits totaled $8.5 million. By 2040 wages and
benefits are projected to increase to $37.3 million, over half of all expenditures.
To assess the sensitivity of the operational cost expenditures to different higher and lower
assumed growth rates, ECONorthwest adjusted the assumed growth rates for three key
expenditure items: Fixed Route and Paratransit wages, benefits, and maintenance.
The high-range projections assumed wage and benefit growth rates were 10 percent higher than
the five-year average used for the baseline assumption. The high-range projections also
assumed Fixed Route maintenance costs were the higher five-year growth rate rather than the
10-year growth rate used for the baseline projections.
The low-range projections assumed wage and benefit growth rates for Fixed Route and
Paratransit service were the same as the 10-year trend, which are lower than the five-year
growth rate assumed for the baseline projections. The projection also assumed Paratransit
maintenance expenditures were lower than experienced in either the last five or ten years.
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Exhibit 6. 20-year Operational Cost Projection Range (Nominal Dollars)

Source: ECONorthwest

Exhibit 6 depicts how the high-range and low-range projections compare to the baseline
projection over 20 years. The high-range projections result in total expenditures of $75.2 million
by 2037, 28 percent higher than the baseline projection. The low-range projections result in total
expenditures of $45.4 million by 2037, 23 percent lower than the baseline projection.

Capital Expenditures
Capital cost projections determined a baseline need for almost $95.7 million in expenditures
over the next 20-years just to maintain and replace the existing bus fleet, equipment, and
facilities. The current CIP has over $37 million in capital expenditures programed from 2018
through 2021. A new operation base in 2020 totaling $30 million accounts for most of the cost 1.
Bus purchases totals another $20.8 million. Everett Transit is committed to transitioning to an
all-electric bus fleet in the future. However, this transition would require attaining federal
and/or state grants. The cost of a new electric bus is approximately $1 million. If the agency is
not successful in getting grants it would pursue purchasing rebuilt buses for fleet replacement
needs, which cost an assumed $300,000. Other programmed capital expenditures include
implementation of new electronic equipment on buses, including the ORCA system, which total
$1.7 million.

A new operations base would provide more space and operational efficiency for Everett Transit and allow the
agency to increase the size of vehicle bus fleet in the future, which is factored into the bus fleet replacement costs. If
the operations base is not built, the size of the future bus fleet would have to be maintained to be consistent with the
existing capacity. In this situation lease costs for operation facilities would be higher than summarized in this
analysis to account for the need to maintain leases for existing property and facilities.
1
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Exhibit 7. Baseline Scenario Capital Expenditure Summary, 2018-2040 (Nominal Dollars)

Source: Everett Transit, ECONorthwest

Using Everett Transit’s asset inventory, which includes the years of useful remaining life for
each asset and the current replacement costs, ECONorthwest projected that capital expenditures
from 2022 to 2040 would total $43.7 million to replace existing capital assets when needed. Bus
fleet purchases account for the largest share of the expenditures at $17.4 million. The analysis
assumed that each new vehicle would cost $300,000, which covered the either local match for a
federal or state grant to purchase a new electric bus or the entire costs of a rebuilt bus. If the
agency pursued an all-electric bus fleet and did not receive any federal or state grant assistance
the total fleet replacement costs would be $40.6 million more than estimated in the table above.

3.2.2 Growth Scenario
Operational Expenditures
The Growth scenario assumes that Everett Transit grows its service by increasing the number of
revenue hours by 24% from the Baseline scenario. Operational costs increase by $64.6 million by
2040 in non-inflation adjusted dollars (nominal dollars). Most of the growth in costs are from an
increase in fixed route service. Exhibit 8 shows the total projected operational costs for five-year
increments summarized by program.
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Exhibit 8. Growth Scenario Operational Costs Projections, 2018-2040 (Nominal Dollars)

Source: Everett Transit, ECONorthwest

Capital Expenditures
Capital cost projections estimate need for almost $81.9 million in expenditures growing and
replacing the existing bus fleet, equipment, and facilities. As in the Baseline Scenario, an
updated CIP for the years 2018 through 2021 accounts for $37.0 million of the total costs.
Exhibit 9. Growth Scenario Capital Expenditure Summary, 2018-2040 (Nominal Dollars)

Source: Everett Transit, ECONorthwest

Using Everett Transit’s asset inventory, which includes the years of useful remaining life for
each asset and the current replacement costs, ECONorthwest projected that capital expenditures
from 2022 to 2040 would total $44.9 million to replace existing capital assets when needed. The
purchase of seven new coaches and the replacement of the existing fleet account for the largest
share of the future costs after 2022 ($24.4 million).
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3.2.3 Sustainable Scenario
Operational Expenditures
The Sustainable scenario assumes that Everett Transit reduces service by decreasing the number
of revenue hours by 10 percent from the Baseline scenario. Under this scenario, total operational
costs increase by $45.8 million compared to $64.6 million in Growth scenario. Again, most of the
increase in costs is associated with the increase in fixed route service.
Exhibit 10. Sustainable Scenario Operational Costs Projections, 2018-2040 (Nominal Dollars)

Source: Everett Transit, ECONorthwest

Capital Expenditures
Capital cost projections estimate need for almost $75.9 million in expenditures for replacing the
existing bus fleet, equipment, and facilities. Costs under the revised CIP are the same as the
Baseline and Growth scenario at $37.0 million. Project capital costs from 2022 through 2040 are
less than the Growth scenario at $38.8 million to $44.8 million, relatively. The primary reason
for the lower costs is the decrease in the total bus fleet size from 42 vehicles to 36 vehicles.
Exhibit 11. Sustainable Scenario Capital Expenditure Summary, 2018-2040 (Nominal Dollars)

Source: Everett Transit ECONorthwest
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4 Revenue Analysis
The Everett Transit revenue projections focus on the main components of operating revenues,
including retail sales taxes, fares, leases, and other revenue sources. In addition, the analysis
makes some assumptions about future grant award amounts and frequency supporting capital
programs. Recent historical trends in revenues are first examined below.

4.1 Historical Trends
Everett Transit currently levies a 6/10ths sales tax rate on the sales and use tax base. Prior to 2005
the tax rate was 3/10ths. Everett Transit sales tax revenues decreased from 2007 through 2009 and
then increased from 2009 to 2016. However, 2016 sales tax revenue is about $400,000 less than in
2007 (not adjusting for inflation). Transit fare revenues have increased at a five percent
annualized growth rate over the same period.
Everett Transit’s revenue base is primarily dependent on sales tax revenue, which has been 78
percent of total operating revenue since 2007. Fare revenue is the second largest source, and it
has been just 6.4 percent of total revenues since 2007. Federal and state operating grants are the
third largest component of operating revenue with only 4.7 percent of total revenues. Various
other sources account for the remaining 11 percent. Exhibit 12 shows the change in operating
revenue from 2007 through 2016.
Exhibit 12. Operating Revenues by Type, 2007-2016

Source: Everett Transit

Because sales tax revenue is the primary source of funding for Everett Transit, operating
revenue is strongly affected by changes in the broader regional economy. Total operating
ECONorthwest
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revenue declined by over 26 percent from 2007 to 2011, primarily due to a $3.8 million decrease
in sales tax revenues. Since 2011, total revenue has slowly increased as the economy has
recovered, but it has not quite returned to their 2007 levels (not adjusting for inflation). As a
result, Everett Transit’s operating reserves have declined since 2009, as the agency has had to
use those funds to cover shortfalls for annual operating expenses.
Exhibit 13. Capital Grant Revenues, 2007-2016

Source: Everett Transit

4.2 Revenue Projections
The principal operating revenues were projected over the planning period (2018-2037) by
regressing Everett Transit sales tax revenues against the Snohomish County sales tax base. This
allows revenue projections to make use of a forecast of the Central Puget Sound economy that
produces estimates of the Snohomish County retail sale tax base and other variables of interest.
The regression model controls for changes in the Everett Transit sales tax rate, which also
permits direct estimates of revenue yield from rate changes. The model was estimated using 25
years of data and fits this data well, explaining nearly 90 percent of the variability in the
historical data (R squared = 0.87). A similar model was developed for fare revenues, which
explained 60 percent of the variation in the historical period (R squared = 0.6).
The above method also provides confidence intervals around the point estimates of the
coefficients from the models. These confidence intervals were then employed in the
development of low- and high-range estimates of revenue yield.
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Exhibit 14. Baseline Revenue Projection, 2018-2040 (Nominal Dollars)

Source: Everett Transit, ECONorthwest

The revenue projections estimate total operating revenue in 2040 of over $56.6 million in
nominal dollars. Sales tax revenues grow to an even larger share of Everett Transit’s revenue
base. In 2016 sales tax revenues were 79 percent of total revenues. By 2040 sales tax revenues
would be 85 percent of total revenues. Exhibit 15 shows the low- and high-range estimates of
operating revenue. By 2040 revenues could range between $44 million and $75 million.
Exhibit 15.Projected Operating Revenue Range, 2018-2040 (Nominal Dollars)

Source: Everett Transit, ECONorthwest

The primary reason for the difference between the high and low projected revenues is the
assumed rate of growth in sales tax base in Snohomish County. The retail market is under
transition due to the growth in online retailing. Traditional “brick and mortar” retail stores are
losing sales while online sales are growing substantially. Online sales tax revenues are sourced
to the location of the purchase, i.e. people’s homes, versus the point of sale for retail stores. At
the same time, the regional economy is growing strongly and presumed to continue to grow.
The impact of these changes on the future sales tax base in Everett is not clear. As a result, there
is a wide range of potential future revenues by 2040.
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5 Financial Outlook
There is a wide range of potential future financial conditions for Everett Transit over the next 20
years. Broader economic growth in the region and City of Everett will boost the sales tax base
for Everett Transit, the primary source of revenue for the agency. At the same time, operational
costs are increasing faster than inflation, even if total revenue hours are held constant at 2016
levels. Under any of the three scenarios evaluated Everett Transit would have higher
operational costs than revenues by 2040. This potential long-term shortfall will require Everett
Transit to either find new sources of revenues or reduce service to maintain financial
sustainability.
However, different growth rates for operating expenditures, sales tax revenues, or both, could
dramatically change the financial outlook for the agency. One could envision a future scenario
where Everett does not realize as much anticipated growth in the sales tax base and costs grow
at a similar or somewhat higher rate than in the recent past. In this situation maintaining
existing levels of service may be a financial challenge for Everett Transit much earlier.
Alternatively, if Everett Transit is able to manage growth in expenditures and realizes a larger
share of the region’s growth, the agency may be able to make significant operational and capital
improvements over the next 20 plus years.
The range of future financial conditions is complicated by on-going economic and technological
changes. The continued growth in online retailing will change where sales tax revenues are
collected, and implications for the City of Everett are not clear. Traditional retail centers, such as
malls, will likely be a declining source of revenue. At the same time, existing and new
households within the city will be a growing source of revenues. In addition, new vehicle
technologies, such as electric buses and autonomous driven vehicles, pose additional
uncertainty for Everett Transit’s financial outlook. These new technologies may also provide
opportunities for operational costs savings. Future policy decisions related to staffing, service,
and vehicle replacement will influence how new technologies are implemented and what effect
they have on the agency’s financial situation

5.1 Operational Outlook
Future operating costs will be strongly influenced by how quickly wage and benefit
expenditures grow, especially for Fixed Route service, which comprises a large share of the
agency’s current operational expenditures. Over the long-term, Everett Transit may be able to
leverage changes in vehicle technologies to reduce operational expenditures.
Overall, Everett Transit will likely not be able to maintain or grow its service given the Baseline
revenue projections. The Growth scenario results in an annual operational deficit over most of
the study period. The Sustainable scenario also realizes an operational deficit by 2033 as costs
escalate faster than revenues, even with a reduction in revenue hours. By 2040, the Growth
scenario would have an estimated annual operational deficit of $31.5 million, the Baseline
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scenario would have an annual operational deficit of $18.2 million, and the Sustainable scenario
would have an annual operational deficit of $12.7 million.
Exhibit 16. Comparison of Baseline Revenues and Operating Cost, 2018-2040 (Nominal Dollars) 2

Source: Everett Transit, ECONorthwest

The agency has three main options for addressing the difference in projected operational
revenues and costs. One approach is to consider additional operational funding sources. A
second approach is to reduce the escalation in operating costs. The growth rate for wages and
benefits is the primary driver of the increase in operational costs; benefit expenditures per
revenue hour are growing particularly fast at an average annual rate of 6.2 percent since 2007.
The third approach is to reduce service hours, as under the Sustainable scenario. Depending on
the service plan concept the agency chooses to pursue, a combination of all three may be used.

5.2 Capital Outlook
Capital funding for transit projects will depend on discretionary or competitive grants from the
federal and state government source. In the near-term existing federal (FAST Act) and state
(Connecting Washington) transportation funding programs are established through 2020 and
2030, respectively. ECONorthwest projects that estimated future capital expenditures are
generally in line with recent costs. However, the long-term outlook for federal and state awards
is uncertain, both in the competitiveness for grants and the amount available. In addition,
changes in operations and potential increases service also have capital cost implications. For
example, increasing service levels requires purchasing additional buses that would then likely
necessitate the need to expand the agency’s operation bases as well.

2

Includes the fleet replacement costs to account for the required capital costs to operate service
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If Everett cannot maintain similar levels of federal or state capital grant revenues, the agency
will have to delay new bus purchases or capital improvements, or find new funding sources for
those projects. One option is to build a sizable capital reserve funded from sales tax and other
revenues in the near-term to provide additional revenue and flexibility for longer-term bus
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APPENDIX B
EXISTING CONDITIONS SUMMARY

Everett Transit Today
Everett Transit operates 11 local bus and paratransit services primarily within the City of Everett
providing weekday and weekend service to residents and employees across a 34-square mile service
area. The appendix information provides a summary of operational and boarding statistics for Everett
Transit, both system-wide and on a route-by-route basis.

System-wide Statistics
Table 1. Everett Transit Statistics (National Transit Database, 2016)

Statistic
Total Vehicles Operated in Max Service (VOMS)
Vehicle Revenue Miles
Vehicle Revenue Hours
Passenger Miles
Unlinked Passenger Trips
Passengers per Hour
Fare Revenues per Unlinked Passenger Trip
Cost per Passenger

Fixed-route
34
1,239,254
103,589
7,364,883
1,948,785
18.8
$0.66
$7.10

Paratransit
24
563,880
48,123
642,464
118,357
2.46
$0.88
$51.97

Table 2. System-wide Everett Transit Statistics (2016)

Percent of revenue hours allocated on weekdays
Per each weekday
Per each weekend day

83%
16.6%
8.5%

Percent of boardings on weekdays
Percent of boardings on each weekday
Percent of boardings on each weekend day

87%
17.4%
6.6%

System-wide Everett Transit Percent of population and
jobs within 1/4 mile of service
System-wide Everett Transit Percent of population and
jobs within 1/2 mile of service

70%
88%
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Figure 1. Everett Transit System Map
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Fare Structure
Table 3. Everett Transit Fare Structure per Boarding (2017)

Fixed-route, Full Fare

$1.00

Fixed-route, Youth (6-18)

$0.75

Fixed-route, Regional Reduced Fare Permit (RRFP)

$0.25

Para Transit, ADA or age 65 and over (Demand
Responsive Service)

$1.00

Fixed-route commuter fare is applicable to ET Route
70 and is equal to Community Transit’s local fare:

Adult (19-64) $2.25
Youth (6-18) $1.50
RRFP $1

Efficiency of Service
Boardings per Revenue Hour by Month - 2016
25.0

10.00

20.0

8.00

15.0

6.00

10.0

4.00

5.0

2.00

0.0

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

Fixed-route Weekday

Fixed-route Saturday

Fixed-route Average Monthly

Paratransit Average Monthly

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

0.00

Fixed-route Sunday
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Table 4. Fall 2016 Ridership and Revenue Hour Data

Fall 2016 Totals (September to December)

Route

Total Boardings

Total Hours

19,733
45,001
12,275
1,694
307,161
48,109
11,908
20,458
16,359
83,064
12,638

Avg. Monthly
Boardings
4,933
11,250
3,069
424
76,790
12,027
2,977
5,115
4,090
20,766
3,160

2
3
4
6
7
8
12
17
18
29
70

Total

1,105
2,861
1,198
211
9,509
3,329
856
2,303
1,261
4,723
263

Avg. Monthly
Hours
276
715
299
53
2,377
832
214
576
315
1,181
66

Boardings
per Hour
18
16
10
8
32
14
14
9
13
18
48

578,400

144,601

27,619

6,904

21
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Figure 2. Spring 2017 Boardings and Alightings
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Frequency and Service
Figure 3. Existing Transit by Route Frequency
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Table 5. Current Route Frequencies and Spans of Service

Off-peak
Headways
(frequency)

Span of Service

Route

Peak
Headways
(frequency)

2

60

45

6:30am-9pm

3

30

55

5am-9pm

4

60

65

6:30am-9pm

6

60

65

6:30am-5pm

7

15

15-20

5am-10:30pm

8

30

60

5am-9pm

12

60

60

6:30am-6pm

17

60

60

6:30am-8:30pm

18

30

60

5:30am-7:30pm

29

35

45

5am-11pm

70

60

None

5am-8am. 2pm-5:30pm

Saturday Service

60 minutes. 10am5:30pm
45 minutes. 8am7pm
60 minutes.
8:30am-6pm
None
30 minutes. 7am10pm
45 minutes. 8am7pm
60 minutes.
10am-6pm
60 minutes.
8:30am-7pm
None
60 minutes.
8am-9:30pm
None

Sunday Service

None
45 minutes.
9:30am-7pm
60 minutes.
9:30am-6pm
None
45 minutes.
7am-9:30pm
45 minutes.
9am-9:30pm
45 minutes.
11am-5pm
60 minutes.
9:30am-6pm
None
60 minutes.
9am-7:30pm
None

Percent of All Everett Transit Buses in Service by Hour
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
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Appendix C

June Outreach Summary
Draft: 7/24/17

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Participation by the
numbers

Overview
To serve the growing Everett community, Everett Transit is
developing a 20-year Long Range Plan by early 2018 to establish a
vision for the future of transit within the City of Everett. After
starting the project in January 2017, the project team conducted
an extensive “visioning” comment period to gather public
feedback for the future of Everett Transit
Over 1,000 people actively engaged with Everett Transit during
this time, both in person or online, with tens of thousands more
made aware of opportunities to engage across the City through
numerous notification methods.

Outreach opportunities: In-person and online

• Over 1,000 people participated
either via the online open house
or at 9 in-person events
• More than 600 participants
visited the online open house
• 423 transit values survey
responses submitted in person or
online
• More than 20,000 postcards
mailed to residents and
businesses in the project area
• Distribution of brochure
information at in person events
and on Everett Transit buses,
with translated copies available
in Spanish and Russian

Everett Transit hosted several in-person events, including one
Visioning Workshop and two Drop-in Sessions. The Visioning
Workshop included “Open House” time, where visitors could view
display boards showing project information and talk one-on-one
with project staff, as well as a presentation and question and
answer session. In-person and online, participants were
encouraged to complete a transit values survey. Translated
printed copies were available in Spanish and Russian. Drop-In
Sessions included elements of the Visioning Workshop, including several of the display boards and copies of the
brochures and transit value surveys. Additional surveys were gathered at by-request events and briefings.

In-person event dates and locations
Event/appearance
Council of Neighborhoods

Date
Monday, May 22, 2017

Location
The Wall Street Building

Visioning Workshop

Thursday, June 8, 2017

Everett Station

Drop-In Session #1
Drop-In Session #2

Saturday, June 10, 2017
Monday, June 12, 2017

Everett Mall
Everett Community College

Transportation Advisory Committee

Thursday, May 18, 2017
Thursday, June 15, 2017
Thursday, June 15, 2017
Tuesday, June 20, 2017
Thursday, June 22, 2017
Friday, June 23, 2017

Public Works Service Center

Everett Station District Alliance
Planning Commission
Elder Fair
Senior Center

Everett Station
Everett City Council Chambers
Everett Community College
The Carl Gipson Senior Center of Everett
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Online Open House
Community members could also attend an online open house on their
own time, which provided a similar experience as the in-person
Visioning Workshop and included an online version of the transit values
survey. The online open house was live for approximately three weeks
(June 1 to June 26, 2017).

Summary of feedback
A total of 423 survey responses were received through the initial
visioning outreach period. Staff also took note of questions and
comments they received at the in-person events. The following key
themes emerged from the survey:
• In terms of participation, active riders responded most
frequently (62%), referencing existing service. Those existing
riders use Everett Transit most frequently to travel to work and
special events/leisure.
• Everett Transit is a valuable community asset because it helps
residents who are transit dependent.
• 56% of participants stated a preference for Everett Transit to
keep working on its mission of local service, rather than
commute or high-capacity service.

Incentives to ride
Throughout feedback, participants noted specific tactics and values that
would incentivize them to use Everett Transit service more often.
Emerging themes advised the team to focus on:
• Increased frequency of current routes and/or the addition of
new routes.
• Increased geographic coverage.
• Improved wayfinding.
• Reduced fares.
• Increased convenience - enough to replace cars as, with an
aging population, reliance on services like Everett Transit will
increase.
• Recognized advantages for an aging population.
• Increased cleanliness.
• Improved bus stop safety and comfort.
• Continued maintenance of fleet for the future, including
electric buses.
• Improved connections and advertisement of a multi-modal system, including to Community Transit and
other services, and increasing planned stops with other transit routes in mind. These comments at times
also referenced the diaspora of Seattle residents moving to Everett and Snohomish County, requiring
more commute options.
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Next steps
All comments gathered from the public are being shared with City of Everett elected officials and the project team
to forward the long range planning process. Using this feedback, the project team expects to conduct an additional
public engagement period in fall 2017, showcasing and gathering feedback on potential service options. The
timeline below shows upcoming technical milestones and public engagement opportunities.
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DETAILED VISIONING OUTREACH SUMMARY
Everett Transit Long Range Plan visioning - public involvement goals
In embarking on the Everett Transit Long Range Plan, public involvement and feedback were identified as critical to
its long-term success.
Public involvement goals for this comment period:
• Establish Everett Transit as part of the growing Everett community
• Communicate the need for and benefits of long-term mobility management visioning
• Develop and sustain relationships and establish expectations for public involvement among the
community for this effort as well as implementation of the vision
• Support the development of a preferred transit service plan concept with substantive, relevant and timely
public input and communicate how input was used
• Make complex planning, transit trends, and financial information accessible through infographics and
other appealing and interactive venues
• Maximize participation and reach out to a varied audience by providing multiple venues for engagement
and learning
• Meet and exceed Title VI considerations for equitable access to input opportunities; especially to ensure
an equitable and effective engagement process

Audiences
Everett Transit sought to inform and offer opportunities for the following groups to participate and provide input:
• Potential “pre-riders” from both the wider Everett Transit service area to individuals that may move to
the area in the future
• Existing Everett Transit riders, including “choice” riders
• Organized groups and forums, including internal City departments, external service and community
organizations, and business groups who may be a resource for accessing pre-riders
• Business leaders, employers, and developers, who will also be resources for accessing their employees
• Regional partners (e.g., Community Transit and Sound Transit)

Everett Transit Long Range Plan visioning - outreach methods and tools used
The project outreach team used multiple public outreach and notification methods to maximize awareness of the
project and advertise public involvement and feedback opportunities. Details and artwork for each are included in
the appendices at the end of this summary. Outreach methods used are listed below.

Notifications
Project webpage on the Everett Transit website
Public announcement of the Long Range Plan and the public involvement process were posted on the project
webpage (www.EverettTransit.org/Future) in advance (Appendix A). All Visioning Workshop materials are now
available on the project webpage.
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Mailed postcard notifications
A postcard advertising the Visioning Workshop, two drop-in sessions, and the online open house was mailed to
nearly 21,500 individual family homes, apartments, and businesses near the project and were distributed on
Everett Transit buses (Appendix B).
Online and print advertisements
Online and print advertisements ran in the weeks prior to the Visioning Workshop (Appendix C). Table 1 lists the
publication dates.
English
Ad The Herald (online)
The Herald (print)
Run dates May 28 – June 22
Sunday, June 4
Table 1. Online and print advertisements and run dates.

Spanish
La Raza (online)
La Raza (print)
May 28 – June 22
Friday, June 2

Interior and external bus advertisements
Bus ads were also deployed externally on the sides of Everett Transit buses and internally in the ad space overhead
(Appendix D). Both the publication advertisements and bus ad included content similar to the postcard. Bus ads
ran from May 19, 2017 through June 22, 2017.
Facebook/News flash updates
Twelve Facebook posts (6 of which were “boosted” or sponsored posts) were posted on Everett Transit’s public
Facebook page to advertise the project and public involvement process in the weeks leading up to and following
the Visioning Workshop and online open house. In addition, Everett Transit shared the same content through their
news flash email/text update system (Appendix E).
Seattle Transit blog post
A blog post was published on Seattle Transit blog (https://www.seattletransitblog.com/2017/06/07/everett-longrange-plans/) on June 7, 2017 by Bruce Englehardt, a college student in northern Snohomish County (Appendix F).
The post explains the long range planning process and lists the dates of the Visioning Workshop, Drop-In Sessions,
and Online Open House.
Press release
A press release was prepared detailing information about the long range planning process and how the community
could help shape the plan. Everett Transit shared the press release with the Everett Herald and other media
contacts. It was picked up by MyEverettNews (Appendix G).
Emails to local businesses, organizations, and faith organizations
The outreach team requested input and shared informational emails with major employers, local businesses,
organizations, churches, and neighborhoods. (Appendix H)
Channel 21 promotional video
A promotional video for the Everett Transit Long Range Plan was created by and posted on Channel 21, Everett’s
local public access channel. The Visioning Workshop was also broadcasted on this channel (Appendix L).
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Printed Brochure in English, Spanish and Russian
A printed, 10.75x8.38-inch double-gate fold brochure was created for distribution at in-person events and onboard
Everett Transit buses (Appendix I). The brochure provided information on why the Long Range Plan is being
developed, project background and timeline, considerations in planning, how others could get involved, and how
feedback would be used in the planning process. Translated copies of the brochure were created and made
available in Spanish and Russian.

Public Involvement opportunities
Online Open House
An online open house (EverettTransitFuture.Participate.Online) ran from June 1 to June 26, 2017 (approximately
three and a half weeks) (Figure 1) (Appendix J). The online open house included the same information as the inperson Visioning Workshop (display boards and PowerPoint presentation) and a link to the online survey.

Figure 1. Daily session and user totals.
Key online open house stats:
• 651 unique users
• 821 sessions or visits
o 817 sessions were conducted in English
o 2 sessions were conducted in Spanish
o 1 session was conducted in Japanese
o 1 session was conducted in Central Khmer (Cambodia)
• 66.6% accessed the online open house on a desktop or laptop computer
o 28.4% accessed it on a mobile device, 5% accessed it on a tablet
• 3 min. 59 sec. average session duration
• See Figure 1 for how visitors got to the online open house
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16.8%
7.1%

EverettTransit.org
38.5%

Direct link
EverettConnect.org

9.5%

Facebook
28.1%

Other

Figure 2. How people got to the online open house.
In-person Visioning Workshop, Drop-In Sessions, and appearances other events
Everett Transit hosted an in-person Visioning Workshop at Everett Transit station on June 8, 2017 from 6:00 – 8:00
p.m. (Appendix K). The format consisted of a 20-minute presentation, followed by a 25-minute facilitated question
and answer session. The remaining time was used for an interactive open house, where attendees could visit a
series of stations with visual displays and provide feedback on their transit priorities and emerging technologies
Everett Transit should consider with stickers. Laptops were set up at the venues for attendees to take the survey
online, although printed copies were also available in English, Spanish, and Russian. Project brochures were also
available in English, Spanish, and Russian, as well as other general Everett transit materials. Everett Transit project
staff were available to answer questions and explain project details to the public. The event was also available
online with captioning, on the City’s channel and a link was added to the project web page.
Two Drop-In sessions were held at Everett Mall and Everett Community College during the week following the
Visioning Workshop (see table 2 for details). Select display boards were brought to these events, and printed
copies of the survey and project brochures were available in English, Spanish, and Russian. Participants were given
a $10 Orca card for filling out a survey.
Other meeting appearances included an Everett Station District Alliance meeting, a Planning Commission meeting,
an Elder Fair, and a meeting with the Senior Center.
Event/Meeting
Council of Neighborhoods

Date
Monday, May 22, 2017

Location
The Wall Street Building

Attendance
(waiting for
minutes)

Visioning Workshop
Drop-In Session #1

Thursday, June 8, 2017
Saturday, June 10, 2017

Everett Station
Everett Mall

20
27

Drop-In Session #2

Monday, June 12, 2017

Everett Community
College

63

Transportation Advisory
Committee

Thursday, May 18, 2017

Public Works Service
Center

6 TAC members
7 City staff
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Event/Meeting
Transportation Advisory
Committee

Date
Thusday, June 15, 2017

Location
Public Works Service
Center

Attendance
8 TAC members
9 City staff

Everett Station District
Alliance

Thursday, June 15, 2017

Everett Station

26

Planning Commission

Tuesday, June 20, 2017

50

Elder Fair

Thursday, June 22, 2017

Everett City Council
Chambers
Everett Community
College

Senior Center

Friday, June 23, 2017

The Carl Gipson Senior
Center of Everett

30

60

Table 2. In-person event dates, locations, and attendance.

Everett Transit Long Range Plan visioning - public feedback
Online and printed transit values survey
Participants were encouraged to take a transit values survey, where they could share how they currently use
Everett Transit and what is most important to them in their transit service (Appendix M). A modified “operator
survey” was also created for Everett Transit drivers in order to gain their feedback. The transit values survey was
featured online, and could be translated into over 100 languages via Google Translate. Paper copies of the transit
values survey were also available at the in-person events in English, Spanish and Russian. 423 people took the
transit values survey. Results from the survey showed:
• 38% of survey takers do not currently use Everett Transit
• Most who do use Everett Transit use it to for events and activities (34 %) or to go to work (32%)
• Those that connect to other transit options primarily connect to Community Transit (37%) or the Sound
Transit Express Bus (34%)
• Top reasons for why people surveyed value Everett Transit are:
o “It helps people in my community who are transit dependent” (71%)
o “It helps reduce congestion” (66%)
o “It (transit) is good for the environment” (62%)
• High frequency scored the highest out of a list of transit priorities, followed by:
o Low cost to ride
o Increased span of service
o Greater coverage
o Increased comfort and safety
• Most said local service (56%) is more important to them than commute (18%) and high-capacity service
(26%).
• Access-to-transit (e.g. improved wayfinding and connections to transit and park and rides) was voted the
most important emerging trend for Everett Transit to consider further (67%), followed by batterypowered buses (52%) and alternative mobility options (e.g. rideshare, carshare, bikeshare) (36%).
Open ended questions
Respondents were also asked open-ended questions. Key themes from survey responses to these questions are
noted below:
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What is one change Everett Transit could make that would make you more likely to ride the
bus or ride it more often?

Increased frequency of current routes and/or the addition of new routes was mentioned in many responses.
Respondents explained that missing a bus by a few minutes can set their schedule back by half an hour, making
transit too risky to rely on for time sensitive appointments. Multiple responders asked if routes could be staggered
in their timing, so that if one bus is missed, another route going to a nearby destination would arrive in 15 minutes
(as opposed to both routes leaving near the same time).
Better coordination with Community Transit and other transit agencies was also requested. Some noted that
certain ET routes are scheduled to get to a stop minutes after a connecting Community Transit bus is scheduled to
leave, and that some connecting bus stops are currently blocks apart. Increased coverage was the next most
mentioned priority, specifically to Mukilteo, SeaTac Airport, downtown Seattle, and one time/occasional service
to special events in Everett. Longer hours of service (early mornings, late nights, and weekends) were a priority
for many. Respondents noted that improved wayfinding through mobile apps like Google Maps and One Bus Away
would provide a greater sense of reliability, especially if live trip data (i.e. when the next bus is scheduled to arrive
and if it’s on time) were made available. More detailed and up to date to-go maps on board buses were also
requested, along with posting bus times at stops.
Finally, cost was noted as a reason people don’t ride Everett Transit more often (although in later questions, some
said they would be willing to pay more for higher frequency and greater coverage). Some respondents recognized
that Everett Transit fares cost a lot less than other transit systems, but said that they only ride Everett Transit
buses for 1 or 2 stops, which should justify lower fares. If lower costs for all fares could not be accomplished,
respondents requested they at least be additionally lowered for children and seniors (potentially not recognizing
these fare structures do already exist for the service). Other ideas included running buses for free on Sundays, or
implementing a free downtown-only service.

What would your ideal transit system look like and how would it serve you and your
community?
Like many communities around the country, Everett residents see value in transit service in their community.
Many respondents expressed a desire for a transit system so reliable, convenient, and inexpensive, that it would
make owning a car in Everett unnecessary. Priorities relevant to this vision included longer hours of service,
improved wayfinding through mobile apps, greater coverage to local “hotspots” that people might need to go to
(i.e. the DMV, shopping centers, and businesses, as well as Downtown Seattle, SeaTac Airport, Paine Field Airport
and the UW), increased frequency during all hours (especially during the AM and PM peak), paratransit to serve
riders of all ages and abilities, and overall greater convenience. One respondent explained, “It needs to be cheaper
than driving a car and faster than riding a bike.”
Comfort, cleanliness and safety were also top priorities for many responders. Increased safety at bus stops was
important to many, who requested that lighting and seats be put in at all bus stops, with less shrubbery and
landscaping surrounding the stops to make them more visible. Safety phones (for those who do not have cell
phones) were also requested. On board, respondents asked that Everett Transit clean their buses more frequently
and provide more space for bikes, strollers and wheelchairs. Improved security onboard was also requested. To
achieve this, respondents suggested having occasional ride-along security officers and/or providing better training
for bus drivers to deal with unruly customers and refuse service when necessary.
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Lastly, respondents said that their ideal transit service would be well integrated into a multi-modal system with
light rail, carshare, bikeshare and other transit agencies (i.e. Community Transit) in mind. Transfers between these
modes would be seamless due to their timing and proximity to each other.

Do you have any other questions or comments that you’d like to share with the project team?

Some asked to keep fares low, while others explained that they wouldn’t mind paying more for greater coverage
and frequency. Many noted upcoming changes to Everett demographics that should be considered, including how
many current drivers will rely on Everett Transit more in the next 20 years as they grow older and become unable
to drive. Others noted that as Seattle housing prices become more expensive, many Seattleites will likely
purchase homes in Everett and will expect to be able to commute from Everett to downtown Seattle for work.
Other common themes included excitement about electric buses, and the importance of providing better safety at
current bus stops.
Demographics
• 24.1% of those who took the survey do not currently live in the City of Everett
• “Student” was the most frequently listed primary occupation
Email comments
Everett Transit received five comments via email (Appendix N).
Facebook comments
Members of the public also commented on some of Everett Transit’s Facebook posts about the long range
planning process (Appendix O).
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Appendices
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.

Project webpage on the Everett Transit website
Mailed postcard notifications (also distributed on buses)
Online and print advertisements
External and interior bus advertisements
Facebook and News Flash updates
Seattle Transit Blog post
Press release
Emails to local businesses, organizations, and churches
Printed brochure in English, Spanish, and Russian
Online Open House
In-person Visioning Workshop, Drop-In Sessions, and appearances other events
Channel 21 promotional video
Online and printed transit values survey
Email comments
Facebook comments

(To maintain this document at a reasonable length, the version of this document that includes the appendices is
available on our website at www.EverettTransit.org/Future)
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APPENDIX D
NETWORK CONCEPTS DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY

The draft network concepts were developed based on a review of existing conditions for Everett Transit
service and an evaluation of planned conditions within the region. The concepts incorporated feedback
gathered from the community during the first visioning outreach period in June 2017. The assumed
growth in revenue hours for Everett Transit was based on a 22-24% growth rate to 2040 as identified in
the PSRC Transportation 2040 Plan. Furthermore, population and employment throughout the City are
expected to grow significantly by 2040.
The concepts are meant to provide conceptual comparisons between different service elements Everett
Transit can prioritize in order to expand to accommodate land use growth in the region. The concepts do
not represent precise operating networks or service plans and are provided in order to compare different
service priorities. The two growth concepts were compared to a baseline “no growth” scenario.
The primary information used to develop the concepts include the following:
•

•

•
•

•

•

Everett Comprehensive Plan: Transit Priority Corridors – Areas designated as Tier 1 corridors in the
Transportation Element were prioritized in both scenarios in order to match the Tier 1 service
standards
Route productivity – Routes were prioritized for service improvements based on existing route
productivity. In some cases, some routes were eliminated/restructured based on lower
productivity
Forecast population/employment density – Areas with transit-supportive density were given
priority for service improvements
Integration with Light Rail and Swift service– Where applicable, routes were structured to ensure
integration with regional transit service or to take advantage of new service provided by regional
transit providers
PSRC Transportation 2040 –The regional plan specified growth in transit service based on service
type, with local/connector service (i.e. Everett Transit) is expected to grow by approximately 1.1%
in peak and 0.5% in off-peak service. This growth is reflected in an approximate 22% increase in
revenue hours.
Visioning Outreach – The public’s values regarding what kind of service Everett Transit should
focus on in the future which can be summarized as “Provide a locally-focused transit network with
high frequency and expanded service hours that connects to key destinations and regional transit
services.
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The transit concepts are provided in the figures below. The attached spreadsheet gives a route-by-route
summary of the changes applied. The modifications include changes such as
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improving frequency
Adjusting service span
Truncating routes
Removing routes
Splitting routes
Restructuring routes to serve future key destinations

Multiple iterations were considered for each Concept to provide the optimal service given the constraint
of revenue hours and given other important factors such as key destinations, existing boarding patterns,
interagency coordination, and demographic information. The networks were initially developed using
Remix. The difference in actual to Remix hours is due to how Remix simplifies certain route scheduling
variations that result in an overestimation of revenue hours by the software.
An internal staff workshop provided additional context to the structure of each concept and the tradeoffs incorporated into the service elements.
Summaries of each concept priority are listed below.

Concept 1 – Frequency Service Option
•
•
•
•
•
•

This concept prioritizes frequency by restructuring/removing some routes to reallocate service hours
It uses key north-south trunk lines aligned with Route 7, Route 29, new Swift Green Line and existing
Swift Blue Line service that connects to lower frequency east-west service
The north-south trunk lines are spaced approximately half-mile apart
Routes or route diversions with lower productivity were removed or covered through a restructured
route
Restructuring this service provides improved headways/service span for the key transit corridors
Additionally, some routes include some stop consolidation to standardize the stop spacing and
improve transit operating speeds
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Figure 1. Concept 1 - Frequency Concept
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Concept 2 – Coverage Service Option
•
•
•

•

This concept prioritizes coverage by continuing all existing routes and stop spacing
The primary focus of Concept 2 is to ensure that all Tier 1 corridors identified in the Everett
Comprehensive Plan achieve the desired service standards described in the plan
A majority of existing routes include frequency improvements and service span expansion, both in
peak and off-peak time periods in order to achieve at least Tier 2 standards identified in the Everett
Comprehensive Plan
Some restructuring for the extension to Riverfront from Waterfront is assumed along with
restructuring to Paine Field and the Seaway Transit Center
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Figure 2. Concept 2 - Coverage Concept
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Concept Evaluation
To understand the trade-offs between a focus on frequency versus a focus on coverage, a set of
performance metrics were developed and evaluated. The metrics used the assumed 2040 conditions for
land use, regional transit networks, and travel demand. Each concept was compared using the following
metrics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ridership and Transit Mode Share
Average wait time for passengers during the peak periods
Average wait time for passengers during the day, at night, and on weekends
Percent of population and jobs within ¼ mile of transit
Percent of transit-dependent population with ¼ mile of transit
Percent of Everett Transit trips without transfers

These metrics and the associated maps were provided to the public during the second outreach phase for
their feedback. Table 1 below provides the results for each metric. As shown, the Frequency Service
Option can carry more individual transit trips and provide a higher transit mode share for commuters.
Additionally, it provides lower wait times compared to the Coverage Service Option. However, the
Coverage Service Option allows for more people and jobs to be within ¼ mile walk of transit (70%
compared to 60%) and provides a greater coverage to low-income and minority populations. While the
difference is marginal, more trips taken on Everett Transit would require a transfer under the Frequency
Service Option as compared to the Coverage Service Option.
These outcomes highlight the trade-offs that result from prioritizing frequency as compared to coverage
in transit network planning. More broadly, frequency can provide better service but in a more focused
area which yields more ridership due to prioritizing service along higher density corridors. However, this
trade-off in service results in less of the city being within a short walk to transit, potentially requiring riders
to walk longer to reach their stop.
The public was presented with these two options to provide their input on their preferences for transit
service. Based on feedback during the second outreach phase, the frequency service option was slightly
more favorable than the coverage option. 1 Given this feedback, the 2040 Growth Network Plan was based
on the Frequency Service Concept incorporated some elements of the Coverage Service Concept to
appropriately balance frequency with coverage.

1

Details of this summary can be found in Appendix E. Second Outreach Phase Executive Summary
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Appendix E

October Outreach Summary
Draft: 11/29/17

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Overview
To serve the growing Everett community, Everett Transit is developing a
20-year Long Range Plan by early 2018 to establish a vision for the
future of transit within the City of Everett. Following an initial
“visioning” comment period in Spring 2017 when feedback was
gathered on transit priorities, Everett Transit began a second phase of
outreach that focused on vetting service options with the community.

Participation by the
numbers

Over 1,000 people actively engaged with Everett Transit during this
time, both in person or online, with tens of thousands more made
aware of opportunities to engage across the City through numerous
notification methods.

Outreach opportunities: In-person and online
Everett Transit hosted in-person Drop-In Sessions at Everett Station,
Everett Community College, Everett Mall, and the Everett Farmers
Market in October 2017. During these Drop-In Sessions, Everett Transit
staff answered questions on the Long Range Plan and provided
information via display boards and factsheets. Everett transit staff also
encouraged visitors to take a survey regarding service options.
Translated printed copies of the survey and factsheet were available in
Spanish and Russian. Additional surveys were gathered at by-request
events and briefings.

In-person event dates and locations

• Over 1,000 people
participated either via the
online open house or at 16
in-person events
• More than 400 participants
visited the online open
house
• 412 service options survey
responses submitted in
person or online
• More than 20,000 utility
mailers mailed to residents
and businesses in the project
area
• Distribution of information
at in-person events and on
Everett Transit buses, with
translated copies available in
Spanish and Russian

Event/appearance

Date

Location

Everett Essentials Class
Everett Station Drop-In Session
Everett Farmers Market Drop-In Session
Cascade View/Twin Creeks Neighborhood Meeting
Planning Commission Meeting
Bayside Neighborhood Meeting
Drop-In Session Everett Community College
Transportation Advisory Committee Meeting
Everett Station District Alliance
Northwest Neighborhood Meeting
Carl Gipson Senior Center
Council of Neighborhoods Meeting

Saturday, Oct. 7
Wednesday, Oct. 11
Sunday, Oct. 15
Monday, Oct. 16
Tuesday, Oct. 17
Wednesday, Oct. 18
Wednesday, Oct. 18
Thursday, Oct. 19
Thursday, Oct. 19
Thursday, Oct. 19
Monday, Oct. 23
Monday, Oct. 23

Everett Station
Everett Station
Everett Farmers Market
South Precinct Police Station
Everett City Council Chambers
Everett High School
Everett Community College
Public Works Service Center
Everett Station
Everett Community College
Carl Gipson Senior Center
The Wall Street Building
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Event/appearance

Date

Location

Casino Road Stakeholders Meeting
Pinehurst/Beverly Park Neighborhood Meeting
Silver Lake Neighborhood Meeting
Everett Mall Drop-In Session

Tuesday, Oct. 24
Tuesday, Oct. 24
Tuesday, Oct. 24
Saturday, Oct. 28

Children’s Village
Cascade High School
Monroe Elementary School
Everett Mall

Online Open House
Community members could also attend an online
open house on their own time, which provided a
similar experience to the in-person Drop-In Sessions
and included an online version of the service options
survey. The online open house was live for
approximately four weeks (October 9 to November 5,
2017).

Summary of feedback
A total of 412 survey responses were received through
the service options outreach period. Staff also took
note of questions and comments they received at the
in-person events. The following key themes emerged
from the survey:
• 23% of respondents were “very satisfied”
with the frequency service option, while 21%
were “very satisfied” with the coverage
service option. These results varied by
neighborhood and trip type.
• When asked to rank aspects of both service
options together, the two highest ranking
aspects derived from the frequency service option:
o “Buses come more often in the middle of
the day, at night, and on weekends, so that
transit would be available when you need
to travel” was ranked as first most
important (part of the frequency service
option)
o “Buses come more often during the busiest
times, so you wouldn’t always have to
check a schedule” was ranked second most
important (part of the frequency service option)
o “People wouldn’t have to walk as far to reach a transit stop” was ranked third most important
(part of the coverage service option)

Next steps
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All comments gathered from the public are being shared with City of Everett elected officials and the project team
to forward the long range planning process. Using this feedback, the project team will develop a draft Long Range
Plan with a preferred service option that describes how Everett Transit should look in the future. A third round of
community outreach will be conducted in early 2018 to gather feedback on the draft plan and to refine the
preferred service option. The final Long Range Plan will follow in spring 2018 and will also define “service
standards” that will allow Everett Transit to adapt and flex the transit network to geographic, technological,
financial, and demographic changes in the future. The timeline below shows upcoming technical milestones and
public engagement opportunities.
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DETAILED SERVICE OPTIONS OUTREACH SUMMARY
Everett Transit Long Range Plan – service options outreach public involvement goals
Everett Transit began the second phase of outreach for its Long Range Plan in fall 2017. This phase of outreach
focused on vetting service options with the community based on their feedback during the first round of outreach
about transit priorities.
Public involvement goals for this comment period:
• Inform the community about Everett Transit’s long range planning process and establish the need for and
benefits of future long-term mobility management
• Gather input from Everett community members, employees, and various stakeholder groups
• Be clear about financial constraints of long-term mobility management and the importance of priorities
and tradeoffs
• Illustrate draft service plan options and how input from the visioning outreach translated into the draft
service options
• Conduct equitable outreach / engagement consistent with Title VI

Audiences
Everett Transit sought to inform and offer opportunities for the following groups to participate and provide input:
• Potential “pre-riders” from both the wider Everett Transit service area to individuals that may move to
the area in the future
• Existing Everett Transit riders, including “choice” riders
• Organized groups and forums, including internal City departments, external service and community
organizations, and business groups who may be a resource for accessing pre-riders
• Business leaders, employers, and developers, who will also be resources for accessing their employees
• Regional partners (e.g., Community Transit and Sound Transit)

Everett Transit Long Range Plan service options – outreach methods and tools used
The project outreach team used multiple public outreach and notification methods to maximize awareness of the
project and advertise public involvement and feedback opportunities. Details and artwork for each are included in
the appendices at the end of this summary. Outreach methods used are listed below.

Notifications
Project webpage on the Everett Transit website
Public announcement of the Long Range Plan and the public involvement process were posted on the project
webpage (www.EverettTransit.org/Future) in advance (Appendix A). All Drop-In Session materials are now
available on the project webpage.
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Online and print advertisements
Online and print advertisements ran in the weeks prior to the Drop-In Sessions (Appendix B). Table 1 lists the
publication dates.
English
Ad The Herald (online)
The Herald (print)
Run dates Sept. 27 – Oct. 30
Sunday, Oct. 1
Table 1. Online and print advertisements and run dates.

Spanish
La Raza (online)
La Raza (print)
Sept. 27 – Oct. 30
Friday, Sept. 29

Facebook/News Flash updates
Fourteen Facebook posts (7 of which were “boosted” or sponsored posts) were posted on Everett Transit’s public
Facebook page to advertise the project and public involvement process in the weeks leading up to and following
the Drop-In Sessions and online open house. In addition, Everett Transit shared the same content through their
News Flash email/text update system. Members of the public also commented on some of Everett Transit’s
Facebook posts (Appendix C).
Press release
A press release was prepared detailing information about the long range planning process, the two service options
that were being vetted with the public, and how the community could provide their feedback (Appendix D).
Everett Transit shared the press release with the Everett Herald and other media contacts.
Media coverage
Several local news outlets/blogs provided coverage or ran stories on service options outreach (Appendix E). A blog
post was published on the Seattle Transit blog (https://seattletransitblog.com/2017/10/18/everett-transitfrequency-coverage/) on Oct. 18, 2017 by Bruce Englehardt, a college student in northern Snohomish County. The
post explains the two service options that were vetted with the public (frequency and coverage) and how each
service option would influence Everett Transit’s future. The Everett Farmers Market Drop-In Session was also
mentioned on MyEverettNews.com. The Daily Herald also posted a blurb about service options outreach for the
Long Range Plan in their “Front Porch” section.
Utility mailers and bus fliers
More than 20,000 utility mailers were mailed to Everett residents and businesses to inform them of the purpose of
service options outreach and invite them to attend in-person Drop-In Sessions or visit the online open house
(Appendix F). 3,500 extra copies were distributed on buses. 2,000 copies of a flier with similar information was also
distributed on Everett Transit buses during this phase (Appendix G).
Interior and external bus advertisements
Bus advertisements were also deployed externally on the sides of Everett Transit buses and internally in the ad
space overhead (Appendix H). Both the publication advertisements and bus ad included content similar to the
postcard. Bus ads ran from Oct. 4, 2017 through Oct. 30, 2017.
Emails to local groups
The outreach team requested input and shared informational emails with apartment communities, faith
organizations, neighborhoods, and major employers (Appendix I).
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Printed Factsheet in English, Spanish, and Russian
A printed, 11x17-inch folded factsheet was created for distribution at in-person events (Appendix J). The factsheet
provided information on why the Long Range Plan is being developed, project background and timeline,
implications of the frequency and coverage service options, how others could get involved, and how feedback
would be used in the planning process. Translated copies of the factsheet were created and made available in
Spanish and Russian.

Public involvement opportunities
Online Open House
An online open house (EverettTransitFuture.Participate.Online) ran from Oct. 9 to Nov. 3 2017 (approximately four
weeks) (Figure 1) (Appendix K). The online open house included the same information as the in-person Drop-In
Sessions and the online survey. Analytics of the online open house are summarized below (Appendix L).

Figure 1. Daily session and user totals for the online open house.
Key online open house statistics:
• 314 unique users
• 404 sessions or visits
o 400 sessions were conducted in English
o 1 session was conducted in Croatian
o 1 session was conducted in Serbian
o 1 session was conducted in Bulgarian
o 1 session was conducted in Afrikaans
• 70% accessed the online open house on a desktop or laptop computer
o 25% accessed it on a mobile device, 5% accessed it on a tablet
• 3 min. 10 sec. average session duration
• See Figure 2 for how visitors got to the online open house
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38.5%

Figure 2. How people got to the online open house.
In-person Drop-In Sessions and appearances other events
Everett Transit hosted four in-person Drop-In sessions, the first of which was held at Everett Station on Oct. 11,
2017 from 6:00 – 8:00 p.m. Photos were taken at the first Drop-In Session at Everett Station and at other events
(Appendix M). During this Drop-in Session, attendees visited a series of stations with visual displays (Appendix N)
and were able to speak directly with project staff. Laptops were set up at the venue for attendees to take the
survey online, although printed copies were also available in English, Spanish, and Russian. Project factsheets were
also available in English, Spanish, and Russian, as well as other general Everett Transit materials.
Three other Drop-In Sessions were held at the Everett Farmers Market, Everett Community College, and Everett
Mall following the Everett Station Drop-In Session (see table 2 for details). Select display boards were brought to
these events, and printed copies of the survey and project fact sheet were available in English, Spanish, and
Russian. Participants were given a $10 pre-loaded Orca card (a 15$ value) for completing a survey.
Other meeting appearances are also listed below.
Event/Meeting

Date

Location

Attendance

Everett Essentials Class

Saturday, Oct. 7

Everett Station

30

Everett Station Drop-In Session
Everett Farmers Market Drop-In
Session
Cascade View/Twin Creeks
Neighborhood Meeting
Planning Commission Meeting

Wednesday, Oct. 11
Sunday, Oct. 15

Everett Station
Everett Farmers Market

7
100+

Monday, Oct. 16

15

Bayside Neighborhood Meeting
Everett Community CollegeDrop-In
Session

Wednesday, Oct. 18
Wednesday, Oct. 18

South Precinct Police
Station
Everett City Council
Chambers
Everett High School
Everett Community
College

Tuesday, Oct. 17

17
16
100+
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Event/Meeting

Date

Location

Attendance

Transportation Advisory Committee
Meeting
Everett Station District Alliance
Northwest Neighborhood Meeting

Thursday, Oct. 19

19

Carl Gipson Senior Center
Council of Neighborhoods Meeting
Casino Road Stakeholders Meeting
Pinehurst/Beverly Park Neighborhood
Meeting
Silver Lake Neighborhood Meeting

Monday, Oct. 23
Monday, Oct. 23
Tuesday, Oct. 24
Tuesday, Oct. 24

Public Works Service
Center
Everett Station
Everett Community
College
Carl Gipson Senior Center
The Wall Street Building
Children’s Village
Cascade High School
Monroe Elementary
School
Everett Mall

15

Thursday, Oct. 19
Thursday, Oct. 19

Tuesday, Oct. 24

Drop-In Session #4
Saturday, Oct. 28
Table 2. In-person event dates, locations, and attendance.

10
35
50+
26
9
11

150+

Public feedback
Online and printed service options survey
Participants were encouraged to take a service options survey, where they could share feedback on the two
service options and which aspects of service are most important to them (Appendix O). The service options survey
was featured online, and could be translated into over 100 languages via Google Translate. Paper copies of the
service options survey were also available at the in-person events in English, Spanish and Russian. 412 people took
the service options survey (Appendix P). Results from the survey showed:
• 31% of survey takers do not currently use Everett Transit
• Most who do use Everett Transit use it to for events and leisure (35%), for shopping and errands (30%), or
to go to work (30%)
• 23% were “very satisfied” and 36% were “somewhat satisfied” with the frequency service option
o 35% selected “Buses would come more often in the middle of the day, at night, and on
weekends, so that transit would be available when you need to travel” as the aspect of the
frequency option that is most important to them
• 21% were “very satisfied” and 34% were “somewhat satisfied” with the coverage service option
o 33% selected “Service may take you directly where you’re going, so you wouldn’t have to
transfer as often” as the aspect of the coverage option that is most important to them
• Slightly more people said they were “very satisfied” with the frequency service option than the coverage
service option and two aspects of the frequency service option were ranked as most important to
respondents when ranking aspects of both service options
o “Buses come more often in the middle of the day, at night, and on weekends, so that transit
would be available when you need to travel” was ranked as first most important (part of the
frequency service option)
o “Buses come more often during the busiest times, so you wouldn’t always have to check a
schedule” was ranked second most important (part of the frequency service option)
o “People wouldn’t have to walk as far to reach a transit stop” was ranked third most important
(part of the coverage service option)
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•

20% of respondents chose “Offers direct service for connections I’m interested in" as a high priority when
ranking aspects of both service options. Respondents indicated various locations across and outside of
Everett.

Survey responses by neighborhood and trip type
Several survey questions were analyzed by neighborhoods with the greatest number of respondents and trip type
to see how preference for either service option was spread geographically and across riders who use Everett
Transit for different purposes. Results of these analyses are shown below in tables 3, 4, and 5.
Neighborhood

Bayside (n=22)
Delta (n=11)
Evergreen (n=34)
Northwest Everett (n=32)
Pinehurst-Beverly Park (n=12)

% of respondents that are very
satisfied or somewhat satisfied
with the frequency service option
59.1%
34.6%
67.7%
46.9%

% of respondents that are very
satisfied or somewhat satisfied
with the coverage service option
66.7%
54.6%
64.7%
50.7%

58.4%
33.3%
Port Gardner (n=19)
84.2%
72.2%
Silver Lake (n=39)
43.5%
43.5%
Outside of Everett (n=82)
60.9%
50.6%
Table 3. Percent of residents that are somewhat satisfied or very satisfied with each service option by neighborhood.
Trip type

% of respondents that are very
satisfied or somewhat satisfied with
the frequency service option
74.3%
70.3%
73.2%
64.7%
65.9%
60.9%

% of respondents that are very satisfied
or somewhat satisfied with the coverage
service option
63.4%
58.1%
64.8%
62.0%
65.5%
60.9%

Work (n=104)
School (n=74)
Medical (n=54)
Shopping/Errands (n=100)
Events/Leisure (n=124)
Other (n=46)
“I don’t currently use
Everett Transit” (n=97)
37.3%
35.0%
Table 4. Percent of respondents that are somewhat satisfied or very satisfied with each service option by their trip
type.
Neighborhood
Bayside

Top three aspects of both service options
1. Riders could connect more easily to the broader region at key transit centers for light rail,
commuter rail, and bus rapid transit
2. Buses come more often in the middle of the day, at night, and on weekends, so that transit would
be available when you need to travel
3. More households and jobs would be within walking distance of transit
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Neighborhood
Delta

Evergreen

Northwest Everett

Top three aspects of both service options
1. Buses come more often during the busiest times, so you wouldn’t always have to check a schedule
2. Riders could connect more easily to the broader region at key transit centers for light rail,
commuter rail, and bus rapid transit
3. Buses come more often in the middle of the day, at night, and on weekends, so that transit would
be available when you need to travel
1. Buses come more often in the middle of the day, at night, and on weekends, so that transit would
be available when you need to travel
2. Buses come more often during the busiest times, so you wouldn’t always have to check a schedule
3. People wouldn’t have to walk as far to reach a transit stop
1. Buses come more often in the middle of the day, at night, and on weekends, so that transit would
be available when you need to travel
2. Buses come more often during the busiest times, so you wouldn’t always have to check a schedule
3. Service may take you directly to where you’re going, so you don’t have to transfer as often

Pinehurst-Beverly
Park

Port Gardner

1. Buses come more often in the middle of the day, at night, and on weekends, so that transit would
be available when you need to travel
2. Buses come more often during the busiest times, so you wouldn’t always have to check a schedule
3. More households and jobs would be within walking distance of transit
1. Riders could connect more easily to the broader region at key transit centers for light rail,
commuter rail, and bus rapid transit
2. More households and jobs would be within walking distance of transit
3. More people would choose to ride the bus, so not as many people would be driving cars

Silverlake

1. Buses come more often during the busiest times, so you wouldn’t always have to check a schedule

Outside of Everett

2. People wouldn’t have to walk as far to reach a transit stop
3. Riders could connect more easily to the broader region at key transit centers for light rail,
commuter rail, and bus rapid transit
1. Buses come more often during the busiest times, so you wouldn’t always have to check a schedule

2. Buses come more often in the middle of the day, at night, and on weekends, so that transit would
be available when you need to travel
3. People wouldn’t have to walk as far to reach a transit stop
Table 5. Top rated aspects of reach service option by neighborhood.
Open-ended questions
Respondents were also asked if they have any other questions or comments about the service options. 162
respondents left additional questions and comments, 92 of which were substantive. These comments and
questions are summarized below.
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•

•

•
•
•

Seamless transfers between services. Participants reflected that Everett Transit should improve
coordination with Sound Transit and Community Transit so that bus transfers between Everett Transit and
other transit services are seamless.
Frequency is important, in any route or corridor. Commenters reflected desire for more frequent service
to Seattle and other cities, to Everett Station to coordinate better with buses and trains leaving from
Everett Station (particularly in early mornings), to malls/shopping centers, and between existing Everett
Transit routes.
Transferring without an ORCA card could be logistically improved. Transfer passes would be beneficial,
as opposed to paying individually for two bus rides.
Recognition and reflection on options shown. The coverage option seems to improve frequency, while
the frequency option seems to lose coverage.
Customer/rider acquisition is important for any future service. Some commenters stated that increased
outreach to community groups would be beneficial to help more people choose riding the bus instead of
driving their car.

Email comments
Everett Transit received four comments via email (Appendix Q).
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Appendices
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.
Q.

Project webpage on Everett Transit website
Online and print advertisements in the Everett Herald and La Raza
Facebook posts and comments, and News Flash updates
Press release
Media coverage
Utility mailers
Bus fliers
Bus advertisements – internal and external
Emails to local businesses
Printed factsheet in English, Spanish and Russian
Online Open House
Online Open House analytics
In person Drop-in Sessions and appearances at other events
Everett Station Drop-In Session displays
Online and printed service options survey in English, Spanish and Russian
Raw report of survey responses
Email comments

(To maintain this document at a reasonable length, the version of this document that includes the appendices is
available on our website at www.EverettTransit.org/Future)
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APPENDIX F
PEER AGENCY REVIEW AND SERVICE STANDARD
DEVELOPMENT

Peer Agency Review
Operating statistics of several peer agencies were reviewed to serve as a guide in evaluating Everett
Transit’s operations and in developing the Long Range Plan. Data was collected from the National
Transit Database 1 as well as from publicly available plans published by individual agencies. Some key
statistics for Everett Transit as comparison are shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Everett Transit Key Statistics (National Transit Database, 2015)

Boardings per Hour
Passenger Miles per Vehicle Mile
Cost per Hour (Cost per Vehicle Hour)
Cost per Vehicle Mile
Cost per Passenger (Cost per Boarding)
Cost per Passenger Mile
Average Typical Weekday Boardings
Annual Total Boardings

19.4
6.48
$133
$11
$6.87
$1.72
6,502
1,944,871

The following agencies were chosen based on similarities in fleet size, revenue, service area, geography,
operating expenses, and revenue miles. The agencies examined were:
•
•
•
•
•

Yakima Transit
Billings Metropolitan Transit
City of Greeley – Transit Services
Santa Maria Area Transit
Rock Island County Metropolitan Mass Transit District

Tables 2 and 3 below provide key statistics for Everett Transit’s peer agencies from the National Transit
Database (NTD).

The most recent data available during the initial peer agency review conducted in early 2017 was data from 2015
for NTD.

1
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Table 2. Comparison of Operating Statistics

Location

Service
Area
(sq. mi)

Service
Area
Population

Total
Vehicles
Operated
in Max
Service
(VOMS)

Everett Transit 2

Seattle, WA

34

106,736

34

$0.72

0.10

$13,359,119

1,197,830

7,760,035

Yakima Transit

Yakima, WA

33

100,715

69

$3.01

0.37

$2,039,471

390,563

2,167,721

Billings Metropolitan Transit
City of Greeley - Transit
Services

Billings, MT

34

109,059

31

$1.94

0.10

$2,617,998

350,379

1,070,448

Transit Agency

Santa Maria Area Transit
Rock Island County
Metropolitan Mass Transit
District
Pierce County
Transportation Benefit Area
Authority1
Snohomish County Public
Transportation Benefit Area
Corporation1
Roseville Transit
Transit Joint Powers
Authority for Merced
County
Gold Coast Transit

2

Fare
Revenues
per Unlinked
Pax Trip

Fare Revenue
per Total
Operating
Expense
(Recovery Ratio)

Total
Operating
Expense

Vehicle
Revenue
Miles

Pax Miles

Greeley, CO

33

102,338

19

$1.53

0.11

$1,826,461

293,265

Santa Maria, CA

34

120,097

28

$0.67

0.11

$2,364,649

537,723

2,407,148

Davenport, IA-IL

46

120,378

60

$2.10

0.16

$4,370,889

619,196

2,557,168

Seattle, WA

292

557,069

507

$1.03

0.17

$56,495,424

4,411,207

38,153,460

Seattle, WA

260

722,268

608

$1.27

0.13

$57,839,933

4,953,326

30,994,481

Sacramento, CA

43

128,382

23

$2.79

0.41

$2,008,079

288,372

Merced, CA

310

136,957

55

$3.74

0.12

$5,671,002

1,223,353

3,037,094

Oxnard, CA

84

367,260

64

$1.64

0.14

$9,685,085

1,346,261

8,530,498

Fixed-route only
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Table 3.Comparison of Additional Operating Statistics

Cost per
Boarding

Cost per
Passenger
Mile

Average
Weekday
Unlinked Pax
Trips (UPT)

Annual
Total
Unlinked
Pax Trips
(UPT)

Location

Boardings
per Capita

Boardings
per Hour

Passenger
Miles per
Vehicle
Mile

Everett Transit1

Seattle, WA

0.06

19.37

6.48

$133.05

$11.15

$6.87

$1.72

6,502

1,944,871

Yakima Transit
Billings
Metropolitan
Transit
City of Greeley Transit Services
Santa Maria Area
Transit
Rock Island County
Metropolitan Mass
Transit District
Pierce County
Transportation
Benefit Area
Authority1
Snohomish County
Public
Transportation
Benefit Area
Corporation1

Yakima, WA

0.04

9.75

5.55

$76.97

$5.22

$11.45

$1.74

4,398

1,268,127

Billings, MT

0.02

9.09

3.06

$103.95

$7.47

$16.66

$3.44

2,210

597,314

$75.98

$6.23

$22.24

Transit Agency

Roseville Transit
Transit Joint
Powers Authority
for Merced County
Gold Coast Transit

9.85

Cost per
Vehicle
Hour

Cost per
Vehicle Mile

Greeley, CO
Santa Maria,
CA

0.03

9.06

4.48

$66.27

$4.40

$13.94

$2.75

3,287

920,805

Davenport,
IA-IL

0.10

12.28

4.13

$108.41

$7.06

$15.36

$3.13

11,954

3,511,287

Seattle, WA

0.05

23.42

8.65

$145.33

$12.81

$6.21

$1.48

30,132

9,104,337

Seattle, WA

0.03

18.43

6.26

$174.67

$11.68

$9.48

$1.87

20,758

6,103,118

$117.55

$6.96

9.85

Sacramento,
CA

14.90

615,365

398,302

Merced, CA

0.03

5.06

2.48

$110.20

$4.64

$31.49

$5.18

3,431

952,057

Oxnard, CA

0.03

10.94

6.34

$77.69

$7.19

$17.87

$2.68

12,711

3,993,452
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Service Standards
Everett Transit’s previous Comprehensive Plan completed in 2003 listed a set of service standards that
were reviewed as a baseline for developing service standards for the Long Range Plan. Other agency
service standards in the Puget Sound Region and peer agencies nationally were also reviewed to
understand how agencies within a similar geographic and size context measure and evaluate their
service. The agencies with publicly available service standards for comparison included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pierce Transit
Community Transit
Roseville Transit
Greeley Evans Transit
Merced County Transit
Gold Coast Transit

The City of Everett’s Comprehensive Plan published in 2015 was also reviewed to ensure the Long Range
Plan service standards aligned with community goals. Based on Everett Transit’s previous standards,
there are generally two categories of standards:
•

•

Service Planning and Development
o Density thresholds for access
o Frequency
o Bus Stop / Amenities
o Route distance and alignment
o ADA / Equity of service
o Route speed
Service Operations Evaluation
o On-time performance
o Overcrowding
o Productivity
o Farebox recovery
o Ridership

The following presents Everett Transit’s previous service standards and standards from other agencies
as a comparison. These standards were reviewed to set the draft standards listed in the plan.
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Density Thresholds for Access to Transit
The previous plan contains thresholds for persons per acre and number of employees that would dictate
the maximum distance to a transit route. Other agencies such as Community Transit, Pierce Transit, and
Greeley Evans Transit set service standards based on population and employment densities that varied
depending on the type of service and where those routes would be located.
Everett Transit

Community Transit
• Swift – 15 DU / acre; 30 pop + emp /
acre
• Arterial – 15 DU / acre; 30 pop + emp /
acre
• Local – 7 DU / acre; 15 pop + emp / acre
• Suburban – 4 DU / acre; 8 pop + emp /
acre
Pierce Transit
• Bus routes spaced approximately ½ mile
apart in urban core (residential + jobs
exceed 6,000 / sq. mi)
• Spaced no closer than one mile apart in
less densely populated sections
Greeley Evans Transit
• 6 people/acre and 4 jobs per acre as
threshold to have transit within ¼ mile
• 90% of households within ¼ mile
• 70% of schools within ¼ mile
• 90% of jobs within ¼ mile

Frequency
The following frequency standards are usually categorized by time of day or type of service:
Everett Transit

City of Everett Comprehensive Plan
• Tier 1 – 15 min peak. 60 min off-peak
• Tier 2 – 30 min peak. 60 min off-peak

Community Transit
• Swift – 10 min
• Arterial – 15 min
• Local – 30 min
• Suburban – 60 min
Pierce Transit (peak)
• Trunk – 10-30 min
• Urban – 30 min or less
• Suburban – 30 to 60 min
• Community Connector – Based on
demand; ad-hoc
• Express – 30 min or less
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Bus Stop / Stop Amenities
Bus stop or stop amenity standards detail stop spacing and where shelters and benches should be
located.
Everett Transit

City of Everett Comprehensive Plan
• Tier 1 – Shelters, benches, and real-time
signage
• Tier 2 – Shelters, benches where
appropriate

Pierce Transit
• Trunk – 1/8 to ¼ for local service and ½
for limited stop
• Urban – 1/8 to ¼ mile
• Suburban –¼ mile where development
occurs
• Express – Only at TC or P&R
Roseville Transit
• Intra-Community – 4-5 bus stops per
mile
• Shelters - >15 passengers/day
• Stop seating - > 5 passengers/day

Route Distance and Alignment
This standard specifies the amount of deviation possible for a route
Everett Transit
•

Total distance traveled on a single route
should be no more than 1.2 times the
most direct auto route between the
two route end points

Pierce Transit
•

Routes should not be 20% longer in
distance than a comparable trip by car.
Deviation of routes should not exceed 8
min per round trip and should be based
on averaging at least 10 additional
customers per trip for such route
deviation

Roseville Transit
•

Travel time should be no longer than 3x
the equivalent automobile trip during
peak commute times
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ADA / Equitable Services
Everett Transit
ADA
•

All regular services buses must be
equipped with wheelchair lifts and
meet all provisions of ADA
Equitable Services
1. Equal basis to minority and nonminority areas
2. Express services with significant time
advantages may assess a fare surcharge
appropriate to those time savings
3. Fare rate discrepancies should reflect
only the quality of service or the service
cost characteristics of the service area
4. Transit requirements and concerns
expressed by valid citizen and public
groups shall be addressed

Community Transit
• DART fulfills the ADA requirements and
satisfies critical need. Expand DART to
meet demand
Pierce Transit
•
•

Shuttle services meet or exceed
requirements of ADA
Shuttle service provides curb-to-curb
trips for those with a temporary or
permanent disability making them
unable to use fixed-route service.
Operates 365 days a year taking patrons
to any destination within ¾ mile of a
fixed route during regular hours of
operation

On-Time Performance
Everett Transit

City of Everett Comprehensive Plan
• Tier 1 – TSIP corridor-wide
• Tier 2 – Spot improvements
Community Transit
• Swift – exceed published headway by no more than 20% at least 95% of the time
• Arterial/Local/Suburban/Rural meets 90% of the time
• Commute – 95% scheduled departure time
Pierce Transit
• Fixed-routes – On-time timepoint departures >85%
Roseville Transit
• For the most part 95% operated on time (not early and no more than 5 min late)
Greeley Evans Transit
• Fixed-route – 95%
Gold Coast Transit
• 90% of departures no more than 5 minutes late
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Overcrowding
Everett Transit
If a route meets any of these standards, address
the crowding:
1. Route operates at more than 95% of
rated seated capacity during a given
time period
2. Standees comprise more than 15% of
total passengers on one or more trips
3. Route receives persistent complaints
from riders
4. Consistently in top 15% of routes in its
service class in riders per hour or riders
per mile and offers greater than 30-min
service headways.

Community Transit
• Swift – Should not exceed 2.0 load
factor on any trip
• Arterial –1.25
• Local –1.15
• Suburban/Rural/Commute –1.00
Pierce Transit (peak)
• Local – 150%
• Express – 125%
Roseville Transit
• Limit standing load to max of 20% of
daily runs

Ridership Productivity
Everett Transit

Community Transit (boardings/revenue hour):
• Swift – 35+
• Arterial – 25-35
• Local – 15-20
• Suburban – 10+
• Commute – no guidelines
Pierce Transit
• Fixed-route - >23 boardings / hour
Greeley Evans Transit
• 15 boardings / hour
Merced
• Urban – 21 boardings / hour
• Suburban – 14 boardings / hour
Gold Coast Transit
• Trunk – 20 boardings / hour
• Local – 10 boardings / hour
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Farebox Recovery
Everett Transit currently does not have a
standard for farebox recovery

Community Transit
• 17% goal in 2011
Pierce Transit
• 20% goal
Merced
• 25% urban
• 20% suburban
Gold Coast Transit
• 20% goal

Low Ridership
Everett Transit
Remedial Action may be necessary if a route reaches any one of these conditions:
1. Route falls into the bottom 10% of routes in its service class in passengers/hour or
passenger/mile
2. Route falls to bottom 20% of routes in both passengers/hour and passengers/mile
3. Route consistently exhibits ridership productivity at a level less than 80% of the average for the
defined class of service
4. Vehicle assigned to the route is consistently operated at less than 50% of rated seated capacity
5. Route is the subject of persistent complaints from citizens concerning its apparent lack of
productive use
No comparable standards were found in other agencies

Everett Transit’s General Service Policies
1. Fixed routes should operate at headways of 30 minutes during peak commuter hours, whenever
possible.
2. Fixed routes should provide service at intervals of no more than 60 minutes during all periods of
operation. Any route which cannot support this minimal level of service should be discontinued or
replaced by an alternative service mode.
3. Fixed routes operating through a transit center should depart three to five minutes after arrival in
order to insure direct passenger connections between routes.
4. Service on any route alignment should be operated a minimum of one year without major
modification in order to allow ridership to develop. After that period, a rigorous and continuous
program of ridership monitoring and service evaluation should be maintained.
5. All services should be aggressively and continuously marketed to the public.
6. Routes operated exclusively during peak commuter hours should provide a minimum of three peak
directional trips during both AM and PM peak periods, at intervals of no more than 30 minutes
unless specific conditions render such level of service unnecessary or undesirable. Provisions should
be made to allow riders of these routes to return to their point of origin during nonpeak periods for
emergency purposes.
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City of Everett Comprehensive Plan – Transit Service Standards
The Comprehensive Plan designated transit corridors throughout the
city as either Tier 1 or Tier 2 based on the planned land use growth
along the corridors. Each tier incorporates level-of-service (LOS)
standards for a variety of factors, such as stop amenities, travel
speeds, pedestrian access, and frequency of service.
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Draft Service Standards Development
Based on peer agency review, the City of Everett Comprehensive Plan transit standards, and the
visioning exercise conducted through the Long Range Plan outreach, the following standards are
recommended for Everett Transit to use for implementation of the Long Range Network Plan. The three
core service standards (Density-based Frequency, Productivity, and Coverage) are meant to provide a
simple and transparent method to carry forward the objectives of the Long Range Plan and remain
consistent with the overarching theme identified from community feedback to “provide a locallyfocused transit network with high frequency and expanded service hours that connects to key
destinations and regional transit services.” Descriptions of each element are included in the following
pages.

Density

Annual Service Evaluation
•
Riders per hour
•
On-time performance
•
Crowding

Productivity

Long
Range
Network
Plan

Coverage
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Density-Based Frequency
Recommendation
Allocating certain levels of transit frequency based on population and employment density ensures
service is increased and distributed appropriately as the City of Everett grows. The primary outcome is
to provide higher frequency where it can be supported by adjacent land uses. This standard would
evaluate each proposed route to determine the average population and/or employment density along
the corridor, either at quarter or half-mile walksheds to determine appropriate service levels. Peak
period frequency would be approximately based on the following density thresholds:
•
•
•

<15 min. peak – 15 DU / acre; 30 pop + emp / acre
15-30 min. peak – 7 DU / acre; 15 pop + emp / acre
>30 min. peak - Minimum of 10 pop + emp / acre for service

Peer Agency Context
Community Transit
• Arterial – 15 DU / acre; 30 pop + emp / acre
• Local – 7 DU / acre; 15 pop + emp / acre
• Suburban – 4 DU / acre; 8 pop + emp / acre
Greeley Evans Transit
• 6 people/acre and 4 jobs per acre as threshold to have transit within ¼ mile
C-Tran
• 10 min. frequency - 15 DU / acre or 200 emp / acre
• 30 min. frequency – 7 DU / acre or 80 emp / acre
• 60 min. frequency – 4-5 DU / acre or 50 emp / acre
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Route Productivity
Recommendation
Deploying service efficiently supports the implementation of the Long Range Plan by increasing the
number of people riding transit and ensuring service is more productive (and thereby more financially
sustainable). Routes would be evaluated for potential revisions if the number of riders per hour drops
below a threshold of productivity. This would not necessarily require all routes under the threshold to
be modified, but it would prioritize route restructures to improve overall system-wide productivity. The
draft recommendation for routes to undergo evaluation is at a threshold of 12 riders per hour. A
system-wide goal is for an average of 20 riders per hour.
Peer Agency Context
Community Transit (boardings / revenue hour):
• Swift – 35+
• Arterial – 25-35
• Local – 15-20
• Suburban – 10+
• Commute – no guidelines
Pierce Transit
• Fixed-route - >23 boardings / hour
Greeley Evans Transit
• 15 boardings / hour
Merced
• Urban – 21 boardings / hour
• Suburban – 14 boardings / hour
Gold Coast Transit
• Trunk – 20 boardings / hour
• Local – 10 boardings / hour
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Coverage
Recommendation
Density-based frequency and route productivity service standards guide Everett Transit towards
prioritizing ridership, efficiency, and financial sustainability. Balancing these objectives with appropriate
levels of coverage ensures that Everett Transit maintains its locally-focused transit. This standard would
measure the percent of the population and jobs in the City of Everett that are within half-mile walk to
transit. The standard is set at half-mile due to the increase in frequency along many of the corridors in
Everett. Research shows that people are willing to walk further to transit when it is frequent and
reliable.
Therefore, the draft threshold is recommended at 85 percent of all population and jobs in the city to be
within half-mile of transit 3.
Peer Agency Context
Greeley Evans Transit
• 90% of households within ¼ mile
• 90% of jobs within ¼ mile
Roseville Transit
• 85% of population is within ¼ mile of service
C-Tran
• 60% of population is within ¼ mile of service

3

Includes Everett Transit, Community Transit, and Sound Transit stops and stations
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